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Spartan Daily Wins
Excellence Plaque
The Spartan Daily won first
place for general excellence in the
1967 Better Newspaper Contest,
Sponsored by the California Newspaper Publishers Association
(CNPA). Lt. Gov. Robert Finch
presented the award to Ken
Bryant, Spartan Daily fall editor
at the Century Plaza Hotel in Los
Angeles, Feb. 3, during the 80th
annual CNPA convention.
The SJS newspaper was in competition with all California fouryear colleges and universities with
more than 6,000 circulation, who
print more than 3 times a week.
The Daily, represented by Dr.
Dwight Bentel, professor of journalism, and Bryant, was awarded
the honor for excellent news coverage both on and off campus.
The San Francisco State Gator
won honorable mention.
Three editions, Nov. 20, 21, and
23 were the issues submitted for
judging. They dealt with the Dow
Chemical protests.
"The Nov. 23 issue, the special
"protests" edition before Thanksgiving vacation, was the cooperation of the entire staff," said
Bryant. The ads were sold in an
hour and a half by the advertising department and each story was
a compilation of four or five
writers’ notes.
The CNPA convention was attended by leaders in newspaper,
governmental, political and legal
fields. Lt. Gen. Victor H. Krulak,

Male Lead Needed
In "Guys And Dolls"
The male lead in the USO production, "Guys and Dolls," which
will tour the Pacific in June and
July, is still open, the Drama Department states. Interested persons
may see Dr. Hal J. Todd, drama
department chairman this week.

commanding general of the Pacific
Marine Force Fleet, was keynote
speaker.
A reverse press conference, also
held, featured Los Angeles Mayor
Sam Yorty, former governor Edmund G. "Pat" Brown, Republican
minority leader of the California
Assembly Robert Monagan and
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Max Rafferty.

By GINA TRAEGER
and JIM BREWER.
Two students have been suspended for the spring semester for
No. 69 disorderly conduct during the Dow
demonstrations last November.
As a matter of policy, the Administration has declined to identify the two, but Student Government spokesmen say the students
who threw the chair and the burning American flag through the
door of the Administration Building Nov 20 are suspended.
Neither Administration nor Student Government will say if the
suspensions were first recommended by the Judiciary following
last month’s extensive hearings.
Report of the suspensions was
released to the Daily Friday in a

ASB Orders

Jabberwock
Suspension

Dorm President
Lodges Complaint
Against Fraternity
A complaint has been filed with
SJS Dean of Students Stanley C.
Benz against Sigma Chi Fraternity
by the president of Allen Hall
Dormitory which claims the Greek
organization has been violating
suspension restrictions imposed
against them.
According to the living group
president, Bill Galston, Sigma Chi
members went door-to-door in
Allen Hall attempting to speak
with residents about their fraternity,
Sigma Chi was suspended last
semester because they could not
comply with California State College rules which require a fraternity to maintain local autonomy.
At this time, they were forbidden to talk to prospective
members on campus under the
conditions of the suspension.
According to Galston, "I am
assured by Mr. Robert Baron of
the Housing Office that it is
Illegal for Sigma Chi to go room to
room since the dorm is a cgliege
facility considered to 41, ’on
campus.’"
Dean Benz was unavailable for
comment at press time.

Two Students Suspended
For Dow Protest Activities

KEN BRYANT, last semester’s Spartan Daily Editor, receives
CNPA award for general excellence from California Lt. Gov.
Robert Finch in Los Angeles.

Municipal Parking Lot Scandal
Involves Local Students
Twenty-five former San Jose
municipal parking attendants, including some San Jose State College students, are scheduled for
arraignment Wednesday in connection with last month’s parking
fee scandal.
Last month, city officals discovered more than $100,000 had been
taken from the eight city parking
facilities over an undetermined
period of time.
All of those arrested were released on their own recognizance.
Chief of Police Ray Blackmore
said that because many of the
young men are college students,
he will not insist on charges

which could place them in prison.
Ironically, the story broke one
day after a group of city parking
attendants had publicly urged the
City Council not to lease out the
lots to a private operator.
An annonymous telephone tip on
Dec. 19 informed the police department of possible mishandling
of city parking fees by some parking attendants. The following day
police began their investigation.
After four weeks of investigation.
police arrested 26 of the 40 parking attendants. One attendant was
released immediately for lack of
evidence.
The case involves charges ranging to conspiracy and grand theft.

"Poor business management at
the staff level and a $150 deficit"
were two reasons given by ASB
Treasurer George Watts last semester when he suspended publication of SJS’ Experimental College newspaper Jabberwock.
Watts said he ordered Jabberwock editor C. K. Moreland to
cease publication Jan. 11, a day
before the paper was scheduled for
press run. Moreland was told he
could resume the publication once
financial affairs were put in order.
Moreland then changed the
name of the tabloid to Son of
Jabberwock, personally paid printing costs and sold the newssheet
from paper racks situated near
campus.
Watts charges Son of Jabberwock owes ASB advertising revenue from its first issue. "There
also is a matter of $40 in cash box
receipts that have gone unaccounted," concluded Watts.
Moreland asserts, "The ASB
Treasurer will not get a cent from
Son of Jabberwock advertising. If
Watts wants to balance the books,
he owes me money for all the
miscellaneous expenses I paid out
of my own pocket."
Moreland stated, "If I were reimbursed only 10 cents an hour for
the extra time I spent working on
the Jabberwock, ASB would owe
me $40.

memo from Dean of Students
Stanley C. Benz, revealing also
that of the seven other students
charged with misconduct, two have
been placed on probation, three on
informal probation and two were
vindicated. The names of these students were also withheld.

18,360 Registered
Although Admissions Director
John C. Montgomery reports
that 18,860 students were registered by Thursday toward an
anticipated total enrollment of
22,500, over 60 General Education classes still had vacancies
as of Friday evening.
Those still needing courses to
complete their programs are
urged to see page four of today’s Spartan Daily for a complete llsthig of these classes.

College President Dr. Robert D.
Clark said revealing names of suspended students "is not a common
practice among other institutions
and has not been ours either."
Dr. Clark said the question of releasing names of individuals in
such matters has been referred to
ASB Pres. Vic Lee to be studied
in accordance with Clark’s recent
"Interim Statement on Student
Rights and Responsibilties at SJS."
The names of three students suspended last November for disrupting ROTC drills Oct, 3 were accidentally released to the Daily for
publication before the students
themselves had been notified.
These were the first SJS suspensions in 17 years.
The Judiciary’s recomendations
and the official identity of the two
suspended students is not expected
to be brought out until Dr. Clark
confers with the student court
this week.
-

Commuters in Quest
For Aid From City
In an effort to Improve parking sistant superintendent of buildings
conditions on campus, Earl Han- and grounds, Lot 4 across from the
son, leader of Commuters Organ- Industrial Arts Building and Lot 18
ized for Parking Spaces (COPS), across from the Art Buildings are
will ask San Jose City Council now open daily after 3 p.m. for
this afternoon to help alleviate the student permit parking.
SJS parking problem. COPS wants
Also next month, after five
four major changes.
buildings ’are torn down between
The city hold student inNinth and 10th Streets, the area
quiries on campus.
will be used for student parking.
One hour parking be in.
To further COPS cause, Hanson
creased to a two-hour limit,
was interviewed by Bob Ulrich,
Parallel parking be changed
KN’TV Channel 11 news director,
to diagonal parking.
on the 11 p.m. Thursday report.
Student discounts be availFor a minute and a half Hanson
able at metered spaces and
explained the SJS parking problem
lots surrounding the college.
and was asked why the parking
Last month COPS, a recently couldn’t be improved solely by the
formed student parking associa- college. News footage of the camtion, requested several college pus parking areas also was teleparking changes of Dr. William vised.
Dusel, executive vice president.
In approximately two years a
They were:
seven-story, $3.8 million structure
The opening of faculty and
will be built on an area bounded
staff parking lots to student
by Ninth, San Fernando, 10th and
permit parking in the afterSanta Clara Streets, according to
nom; and evenings.
Bollinger, which will help the parkThe establishment of parking situation. It will be more effiing on the southern part of
cient than the present parking
complex with two elevator access
the campus, with shuttle
service to the college,
to each level. There also will be
One lot for car pool parking.
additional footage in the driving
According to Byron Bollinger, as- aisles for easier parking.

Students Disagree With Faculty Member: Reg Not Fun
By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
"Sleeping bags, beer and girl watching,"
according to Dr. Ralph Cummings, coordinator of school relations, is all part of the
registration fun. ’They enjoy it," he told a
San Jose News reporter last week
But not a single student in Thursday’s
registration lines interviewed by Spartan
Daily agreed with Dr. Cummings.
"I pre-reged for three classes and I hear
two already have been closed out" said a
student who said he stood in line for seven
hours.
All those interviewed agreed that systems

employed by other colleges are far superior
to SJS’.
"De Anza and Foothill are junior colleges
and their systems are far superior to ours,"
said one student.
"Washington State has a larger student
body than SJS and it uses the computer to
register efficiently and quickly," said another seven-hour man.
"I don’t like standing out here in the
cold," another chimed in.
"Last semester I swore I would go somewhere else and, oh, how sorry I sin that I
didn’t," said a shivering blonde at the tail
end of the 3:15 "T" line.
"We need computers but we don’t have

STUDENTS IN Thursday’s registration lines had
iv-airs to kill, and bridge seemed just as good a
way AS Any A good bridge player was even
allowed to CO into line if a fourth WAS needed
up front.

the money. I understand that our yearly
computer appropriation is based on a college
of 6,000 students and we’ve used up that
money long ago," said a senior.
"Good old Ronnie and his group haven’t
come through," said a student who blamed
registration problems on the Reagan budget
cuts.
"Too many people get specific treatment
for registration. What I mean is pre-reg.
I don’t mind the grads and a few others
getting the privilege, but its surpassed this
point," complained another.
Nearly all suggested some kind of computer system as the answer. One coed, her
brown hair frizzing from a damp six-hour

wait, suggested mailing the packets.
Van Cothster, director of the computer
center at SJS and advocate of computerized
registration, said that action must be taken
at a statewide level. "Something has to be
done. Students now run around the gym
grabbing as many classes as they can and
then cancelling later in hopes that the times
of at least a few will jibe."
"IBM has offered a program which would
cost $50,000 for the initial writing of the
program and then $15,000 each semester.
The computer would figure out alternate
programs for each student, taking the individual student’s time need and instructor
preferences into account."

CHECKERS WAS another popular time killer. Students here fake
turns sitting on chairs when the cement begins to chill the bone.
All Photos by Larry Jamison

One of the most vocal students interviewed was a 21-year-old senior in Thursday’s 10 a.m. line.
"I don’t give a damn what they do. I’ve
been here almost four hours. I’m cold. I’m
tired. If I don’t get the soc. class I need
I don’t graduate. Yesterday I waited for a
parking permit from 8 in the morning until
after 3. Around 3 they stopped selling permits and gave out pink slips. Then they ran
out of pink slips and started giving out
yellow slips. My "yellow slippers" means I
get to stand in line behind the "pink slippers" in today’s line. At least I’m ahead of
the ’no-slippers."

FOR THE STUDENT who enjoyed solitude or
who couldn’t find a partner, solitaire was the
Answer.
Girls took advantage of +he cool
weather to come casually and warmly dressed in
slacks and wool jackets.

-
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Editor’s Notes

’Can’t Please Them All’
lit no field does the adage "You
can’t please all of the people all of
the time- apply as painfully as in
journalism.
The Spartan Daily won’t seek out
per-ens or groups tip displease. And,
%%hilt we would like to please everyone. this isn’t humanly possible. Any
attempt at either of the above would
reduce the newspaper to a mouthpiece
function.
’Hie least important In notion of a
11C%1- paper is that of a publicity
medium. I )illy after the most thorough
attentpt lias been mate to present the
day’s news will the Daily turn its
attentitIll to publicizing upcoming
a sineere attempt
ex ents. At this t
will be maile to give fair coverage in
this area.
This won’t make the Daily popular
for thitse loping it could be a dependable publicity avenue. Space limitation-. necessitate such a policy if your
nix% -paper expects to present the news
fir -t. .1dditionally. our daily circulation currently is less than 10,000.
Numerically speaking, the Daily is

Guest Room

Apathy Easier
MARK REESE
1 Daily Evergreen
1p.ith.v ma!: be the scourge of modern
gihi-rnment but it sure is an easier way
01 life than ally alternatives.
hen it routes right down to it, it’s
really a lot of trouble to keep informtd
on pertinent issues. It takes time and effort ails] it’s a lot more fun to go
bowling.
Being informed is also just plain coilii’
N
of the silly publishers SCVIII
to be able to agree on one course of at-lion.
Heck. some of them are probably just
Irsiug to get converts to their point of
ve
informed one must
in order to be
rr-...1 all ...iris of beastiis like magazines
11,0 II 1.11 print stories along with the
.1.1.1ores, and books without a bunch of
tildiv eon’s on Inery page.
\nd then the poor guy has to read those
avs f is I niv.spapers. That means that he has
to read more than the funnies and Dear

reaching considerably fewer than half
the SiS student body.
All organizations. frouti the largest
to the smallest. the most sublime Its
the most contnoversial. ultimately rise
or fall on their own efforts and mtrits.
They must assume, also. final responsibility for communication within
their ranks.
Space and priitrity in news presentation will be deter:111nel’ by an eeut’s
overall impact on the college community.
The Spartan Daily recognizes no
"sacred coWs" nor will it seek out any
"whipping boys."
Specifically, the Spartan Daily intent’
Ily will exert its intim-nee in
one directitm: an attempt to replace
individual student apathy with awareness and concern. The Daily will be
trying to seek out the "’iii % isible
student hotly.’’
This will be done a ith as fair a
presentat’
of news as possible and
fri-ti lit-lit in-ilepth articles concerning
important and Me% ant issues. Page
two is designed to be a marketplare for
ideas. and we heartily invite yours.
The Spartan Daily also reminds you
that reading just this newspaper will
not be entough to keep informed
adequately. (fur limited space minimizes the news we can present. You
are urged to read other on- and offcampus publications to become as
aware as possible of events that
increasingly affect our lives.
In shiort the Spartan Daily is corn millet! to the funet.
of ;my responsible publication. A newspaper can
illuminate many paths_ It is up to the
traveler to decide which route, if any,
In- decides to take.
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"You Guys think you have problems?"

Thrust and Parry

In Defense of Dr. Anderson
Editor:
In the 1a..1 1 wo weeks we have become
aware that Itiere is some question as to
whether Dr. Milton Andersen will receive
his tenure at San Jose State. I understand
that the two charges issued against him are:
It lack of formal course content and no text,
and 2i lenient grading,
In defense of Dr. Andersen, I would like to
say how enjoyable his course has been. I feel
that the lack of rigid structure has not hampered our examination of pertinent principles
of child psychology, lie has not spoon fed us
material to regurgitate on examinations, but
rather, has stimulated participation in open
discussions relating to child psychology, thereby helping us reach our own conclusions.
Because of this. Dr. Andersen has elicited
more original thinking than otherwise possible with .0. more..struetuga course-Ali W11’0
perhaps we may not know as many details of
who did what, when and how, you must be
well awary that facts tlike these are forgotten
very quickly anyway,
The courses that have been least rewarding
at San Jose State have been those in which
the lectures were given strictly from a text,
coupled with multiple choice examinations. I
even have had professors read verbatim from

the text. Certainly we would have saved time,
effort and money by reading these books at
home. On the other hand, Dr. Andersen’s
classes are creative and interesting. As a
parent I have been forced to evaluate my
theories and practices of child raising and
make decisions about those aspects of my
method I want to change, and those I would
like to perpetuate. This, after an, was my
purpose in taking the course.
So far as grades are concerned, many professors would agree that cut-throat competition does not necessarily produce high caliber
graduates. Those that do survive may have
good grades but not any real understanding
of the course. I can attest to this because
too, have found myself memorizing for
examinations and promptly forgetting the material afterward.
The fundamental question to me is how can
one have Laith in education. if it has to be
standardized, computerized and fed to us predigested? I returned to college because I was
vitally interested in leasing about new ideas
and examining old ones. I feel that if professors like Dr. Andersen are denied tenure,
students like myself, who want to be challenged with unusual methods and exciting
ideas, don’t belong in the university system.
Cynthia Solomon

Stall Comment

IS

Yip, and this apathy doesn’t stop there
by any means. Nosirree. To really show
that he carea the guy has to take part in
stone of the things his comnlllll ity is doing.
How call anybody really expect the
:modern thinking man to be anything but
apathetic? He saves himself a lot of
trouble by not informing himself on toLike maybe he doesn’t already have
enough to worry about just paying his
1611- sidond the added responsibility of
Irt,ing to figure whether his country’s
:foreign poliey is all right.
It’s hard to see why anybody would
really want to be informed on anything.
It’s really an awful lot of trouble.
And heck with it, if the apathetic people don’t know what’s going on, they won’t
.know whether the government’s taking
them for all they’ve got.
As the adage supposedly goes, "What
y011 (1011.1 know can’t hurt you!"
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’Hippie’ Is a Household Word
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first of three articles
analyzing what’s hapening in "hippiedom" these
days as seen through the eyes of a Spartan Daily
writer. In this article, various reasons for turning
to hippie life and philosophy are discussed.

By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
"Hippie" is a tiresome household word.
Since the Haight has become a tourist trap,
it has lost the freshness of its early flowerchild existence and now boasts of dope,
underground newspapers and tourists.
But sloes familiarity make for understanding? Does the so-called "average"
know a hat lie means when he spits out the
distasteful word? Do (lir Is
themselves know?
If some of them do know, can they explain their philosophy, their drug addiclion and perhaps (-yen the outgrowth of
pornography in their undergro I newspapers? CAN they explain what they are?
A student pushed his was through the
11:20 rush, occasionally nudging or running into a Greek sweatshirted bermudaclad fraternity member or a coed with a
Twiggy haircut.
Ile was shirtless and wore a clay medallion fastened aro ..... I his neck with a
leather strap. But he drew little attention
from passing students. Once in a while, a
girl would take a second look at his curly
locks.
INDIAN BELLS
Ever so often the Indian hrIls tied to his
right ankle jangled lottillv enough to merit
a glance front s ..... cone close enough to
hear. Or maybe the passerby would catch
a whiff of the jasmine incense stuffed into
his pants pocket.
A few minutes later he walked into the
Tutorials (:enter in back of the Spartan
book store. After climbing one flight of
stairs he oat down to a seminar session

with 11 other studrtits. A llrama major, he
became ritgrosneti in a discussion of
Shakespearean literature. He believes in
world use and his biggest concern is getting
weekly research paper finished.
His political philosophy consists of a
morning happiness pill.
He often annoys the student sitting next
to him. This student dresses as haphazardly as his friend. Ile considers socks as
something to lose at the laund
at, and
he, too. wears baggy pants.
But the second student is a political at’Ii.. jilt, Ile can be quickly aroused to
agit al (41 condemnation of napalm’s effect
ill drforming Vietnamese children. He was
arrested by police during the pre-Thanksgiving anti.napalm de
strations on
campus. Shortly before his arrrsi he was
seen taunting the police wedge with cries
of "fascists," "dogs".
HIPPIE SHOP
One Thursday evening lie visited the
basement of a San Jose hippie shop to see
the National Liberation Front sponsored
movie "East is Bed." Ile feels taxes should
be abolished, incomes should be limited
and industry shotild he communally owned.
Across the hall in the same building,
strains of Bob Dylan 11111Mie were audible.
A girl with long poker straight hair leaned
mit of the oratigr-framed windows. The
room was painted in bright yellow. On one
of the blarkhoards the following message
was written: "And the grass is everywhere
-- surely the people is grass."
The phonograph playing Bob Dylan
music was placed conspicuously chow to
the open window. The girl felt special and
privileged sitting in her orange window
tw-at watching the stierlnis passing by
watching her.

She came to Tutorials to visit a friend in
one of the seminars. This was her first
semester at SJS. She wore silver rings on
most of her fingers and that slay happened
Its he wearing a navy blue skirt and shabby
maroon sweater.
SOAPLESS EXISTENCE
She finally escaped her parents and was
living in a psychedelic pad she considered
groovy, smelling sandalwood which she
considered groovy and listening to Indian
bells which absolutely "blew her mind."
A sociologist who spent last summer
under hippie guise in the Haight defined
the hippie as someone who leads a soapless existence clouded by incense fumes
and LSD trips.
Many times this description proves true,
but many more factors are involved. The
three students formerly outlined comprise
three extremes of the hippie character,
the medallion wearer preaching world harmony and love, the frustrated agitator and
the girl who obtains security and status
from her association with other hippies.
But the three models are pure forms. In
a real life situation they are rare. Hippies
are a composite of color, sensuality, politics, peace, freedom, pot, acid, radicalism
and a fair share of hangers-on.
Each hippie has picked one or two ingredients out of the barrel and out of
these shapes his life. The clothes are unimportant to some. Others try hard to
achieve that moth-bitten look.
Perhaps the only thing they all have in
common is dissatisfaction dissatisfaction
with their parents, their country or society.
The second article of this series will
examine this dissatisfaction and the essential philosophy that lies behind it.

I was with Orphan Temple the clay he
cut down his tree house.
The event took place during semester
break at a time when GI’s in Vietnam were
digging fox holes at khe Sank
Here in San Jose, however, it was a
muggy, fog-filled clay. Dick Miner was on
the scene clicking his trusty camera, recording the tudivities that centered on the
simple A-frame structure that had. its a
memorable past. servetl well its brillo
headed creator.
Tlte tree I ..... se had provided Orphan
(Clay Newman) Temple with a place to
sleep, a roof over his bushy skull, a platform and a campaign headquarters from
which he unsuccessfully ran for ASB president in 1967. (’llen- are few who will
forget his plan to replace the Library
Building with a permanent sunset.)
The task at hand was the safe removal 1
of Temple’s tree house, to lift it from its
arboreal pt-rch without damaging expensive plywood panels and two huge picture
windows.
Unlike regular, everyday house movings
when professional movers and telephone wire lifters, and motorcycle police
escorters all join together to relocate a
home in a day’s time Orphan Temple
and his amateur crew faced problems that
the pros never rein into. (How often are
home movers requested to separate a 1,000pound house from a tree?)
"We’ll lower it with 500-pound test
rope," said Temple. "It’ll make it more
adventurous that way."
"Let’s get going," suggested Miner.
"Not yet," replied Temple. "I’ve been
planning this for three days. I need more
time." He leaned back against a limb and
surveyed the job ahead.
"This house has given me some pleasant
memories."
"Any that are printable?" I asked.
"Two," he replied. "There. was the time
I stayed in it when it rained. Pitter-patter. A
Then there was the night I discovered the
white owl."
"A white owl? In San Jose?"
"Yeah. There was this chirping sound.
Sonteone said it was a cricket. I looked
out the window and there was this big
white owl wooshing around my tree."
Miner winked. "Let’s get something to
eat."
"Great," said Temple. "Let’s buy a
dozen liamburgrrs and some Kool-airl and
hold a Last Lunch up here in the tree
house."
The burgers were good. A brown kitten
named Yosenthe Sam smelled the food,
climbed the tree and licked Temple on
the chin.
With lunch eaten, Temple secured the
final knot on the rope that would lowe
the A-frame front an over-hanging boom
Miner separated the house from its woode
supports with a cross-cut saw. The tr
lurched.
Swinging free from limb and twig th
A-frame looked like a Mercury space
capsule that had just been lifted from the
ocean. I half expected John Glenn’s smiling face to appear in the door way.
A truck carried the now treeless house
to its new location, an East San Jose backyard. That night Orphan Temple slept in
his new home, a green panel-bus.
"It’s only temporary," says Temple.
"I’m looking for another tree." His old
roosting spot will soon feel the blade of a
woodman’s ax. A Social Science Building
will take its place.
1420 HOLDING AT .05
Hot water at Spartan Cafeteria still
costs five cents a cup. This information
for tea quarters comes front cafe Asst.
Manager Edward McAloon.
"We’d like to give the second cup free
of charge; however, tea bags ’tie stolen
and the cafeteria loses money."
McAloon reports that no major price
changes are in sight. Butter is holding
firm at one cent a pat. Pizza remains
steady at 20 cents per slice. The price of
French Toast, however, has climbed to 40
cents. Whether or not hostile feelings
about Charles deGaulle had anything to
do with this unexpected price rise is
merely speculation.
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Air Information

KSJS Radio Helps With Reg
The plarcinent of chairs in the
registration line last week was
not the only new convenience
this semester to aid the registering student.
As an experiment, KSJS-FM
190.7 mg.), the college radio station, added a new dimension to
its regular 4-hour program of
pop music and campus and world
news by expanding its air time
to broadcast the closing and reopening of classes and other
vital registration information to
the seated students waiting in
line.

The station went on the air
from 7 a.m. to midnight during
the three days of registration in
order to conduct the service.
Special emphasis was placed on
broadcasting information of genend education classes.
The set-up consisted of an
"anchor team" located in the
Men’s Gym which broadcast information fed it by WalkieTalkie men set up in the two
registration areas.
Faijw’e of the Walkie-Talkies
to penetrate the walls of thy
gym, however, necessitated rim -

On the Air
8:30 a.m.: SJS Reports: Campus
News and Sports
KTEH, Ch. 54, Today
12 noon: SJS Reports
Radio
Kf4.1S-FM, 90.7 men., Today
4:55 p.m.: Spartan Newsline:

Job Interviews
June and taninner graduates may
sign up for appointments daily In
the Placement Center, Adm, 234.
Signups begin each Tuesday for
Interviews the following week.
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 14
V.S. Navy Officer Recruiting.
Barracks 19,
THURSDAY, FEB. 15
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.
Majors, B.S. and M.S. in mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, materials science, physics,
math, chemistry, MS. in chemical
engineering, libiary science. Positions, nuclear research and development. Location, Livermore. U.S.
citizen.
Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc.
Majors, B.S. or MS. in mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering,
physics. Positions, management
tarinee in engineering, quality assurance, research, process and
project engineering, infrared products. Location, Santa Rosa, U.S.
citizen.

International, National, State
and Local News with Larry
Galvin
5-7 p.m.: Music and Commentary
5:15 p.m.: Voices of Vista
5:30 p.m.: Lockheed Digst
5:55 p.m.: Sportsline: Campus
and Nationwide Sports Coverage with Hal Rainey
6:30 p.m.: House of Science
6:55 p.m.: Spectrum. Campus
News with Valarie Dickerson
and Dave Silverbrand
8:00 p.m.: Music and Commentary
8:55 p.m.: Spartan Focus: an
Intensified Look at an Important Current Event Involving the Campus Community
9:00 p.m.: Sign Off

at,, to ielay the information.
Speakers, hooked up to the
KSJS line, also were placed in
the middle of campus facing the
registration lines and FM radian
were carried by Alpha Phi
Omega numbers who made information available to those students not within the speakers’
listening area and to those not
having access to radios.
In addition to broadcasting
Closed classes between music,
the station aired miscellaneous
information, such as the most
popular subject lines and the
least poptdar ones.
Tom Muller, KSJS plognun
director and author of the idea,
said the system’s aim was not
only to inform the students
what was happening inside the
gyms while they were waiting in
line, but to entertain them with
music and talk at the same time.
According to comments gathered from tuned-in students,
many claimed they were aided
by the new system while a few
complained that it was too discouraging to learn they had to
eliminate certain classes from
their schedule before even getting inside.
Mike Brinks, co-ordinator of
the program said, "there was
some confusion at the start of
the broadcasting, but after the
first few hours it was running
smoothly."

293-2747

JIMMIE’S
Men’s Razor Haircutting 8( Styling
SJS’s Traditional Barber Shop
Appointment if Desired
3rd & San Fernando

(inside Mosher’s Ltd.)

Want to move up fast
in aerospace/electronics?
Hughes is where
the action is.:
HUGHES

You can go forward, go fast, go far...at
Hughes Field Service & Support Division.
If you are seeking a stimulating assignment where you can get in on the
ground floor of the rapidly-expanding
aerospace/ electronics field, capitalize
immediately on your background and
training, and progress quickly toward
your career goalsHughes Field Service & Support Division in Southern
California will welcome your inquiry.
Some current fields of interest include:
DESIGN ENGINEERING
Openings exist for Electronic and Mechanical Design Engineers in the development of Trainers & Simulators and in
the design of checkout and test equipment for lafge missile and aerospace
systems. These responsible positions
require interest and/or experience in
such design areas as: analog circuits,
digital logic, switch/ relay logic, electromechanical packaging, infrared testing, inertial guidance and Command/
Control systems.
Responsibilities will
include all phases
of design and
development
from concept to
final fabrication
and evaluation. M.S.
or Bachelor’s degree is
required in E.E., M.E. or Physics.
FIELD ENGINEERING
The Field Engineer’s job ranges from
complete contractor maintenance of
electronic systems to technical assistance. His primary function is to assist

the customer at operational sites. Responsibilities include: providing maintenance, operational and technical
assistance; formal and informal on-thejob training; logistic assistance and the
investigation and solution of equipment
problems experienced in the field. Requires a Bachelor’s degree in E.E.
or Physics. Experience with military
fire control, radar or communications
systems is desirable but not mandatory.
MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING
During design phase, positions involve
analysis of the feasibi lity of built-in, selftest features, application of automatic
checkout equipment, standardization of
circuitry design, minimization of adjustment and alignment requirements
and packaging of the product. During
system development, assignments will
involve production of a complete set of
integrated logistics support documents for use as planning
guides. Requires B.S. degree
in E.E. or Physics.

training devices, plan field training programs and prepare courses for use at
customer bases. Requires a Bachelor’s
degree in E.E., or Physics. Experience in preparing and presenting
technical electronics material in the
classroom and laboratory is highly
desirable but not mandatory.
ENGINEERING WRITING
Specialists in printed communications
convert complex engineering data into
simple, accurate, illustrated support
publications, including technical manuals, orders, brochures, sales proposals,
etc. Fields of interest include: digital/
analog computers, display
systems, digital and

voice satel lite cornmunications systems...
and many others. Requires a
B.S. degree in E.E. or Physics.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

February 16
TECHNICAL TRAINING
Hughes Technical Training prepares
both civilian and military personnel to
efficiently operate and maintain advanced electronic systems. Technical
Instructors conduct training classes at
Hughes California sites and work directly with customers to evolve special

For additional information on the career opportunities available at Hughes
Aircraft Companyand to arrange a
personal interview with our Technical
Staff representatives please contact
your College Placement Office or write:
Mr. R. J. Waldron, Hughes Aircraft
Company, P.O. Box 90515, Los Angeles, Calif. 90009.
tOUAL OPPONTUIIITTIIUlln.111111
U
CIMINSAIP Mtn..

We’re Busting at the Seams with Used Books

SHOP EARLY ... SAVE 25% ON USED BOOKS
eketen

E0,1

330 South Tenth St.
across from the men s dorms

4.SPARTAN DATIN

President Clark Gives General Education Classes Still Available
iView on Dissenters

SAVE

25%
ON USED BOOKS
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Robert D. Clark recently
irstionded to dissatisfaction of
sume SJS faculty resulting from
The December arrest of Di. David
Eakins. SJS assistant professor of
history. in conection with the November 1967 Dow demonstrations.
"As an open academic community, the college mast resist the
efforts of those who would transform it into a mete mechanism of
political dissent . . . and equally
of those who would transform it
into an agency for the repression
political dissent," he said.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
( with cash register receipt)

cpaptan SeekitoPe
-right on campus.’

discount records

Open Evenings to 9:30
Saturday to 6 PM

et I

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE
ONE
WEEK
ONLY!

SALE

ANGEL

Includes the entire catalog
of ANGEL and ANGEL MELODYA
FEATURING:
ONLY

3.69

LIST: 5.79

MANY GREAT ARTISTS TO SELECT FROM:
Dennis Brain

Maria Callas

Although Dr. Clark did not
mention directly the on -campus
arrest, he stated, "It seems appropriate at this time to clarify certain matters involving the relation between college officials, law
enforcement and political dissent."
l
PROTECT FREEDOM
I
His statement appealed in the
"Clunpus Digest," it publication
for faculty and staff.
College officers will protect
freedom of expression, he con- ;
tinued, but they vigil not shield
those who engage in acts of civil
disobedience from the legal consequences.
On the other hand, college offi- j
cers will not suppress political ’
dissent through legal harassment
or unusual penalties. Dr. Clark
added.
"Officials not only have to cooperate with law enforcement officials, but must firmly oppose any
differential application of the law
because of the offender’s race,
creed, origin or political views,"
he said.
POLITICAL ARREST
Whether an act of violence or
destruction is committed in the
course of a liolitical (lemonstration, a football rally or a panty
raid, it must be adjudicated in the
same manner, Dr. Clark explained.
Some students and faculty
feared the arrest of Eakins was
made for political purposes and
others would follow. He was the
first professor among 20 persons
arrested during or following the
(feminist ra t ions against the 1 /ow
Chemical Co. recruiting team on
campus in November. Eakins’ trial
is scheduled for Feb. 19 on misdemeanor charges of battety on an
unnamed person and disturbing
the peace.

Vacancies still esist in the following Genral Education classes and sections.
reports Dr. Edward J. Harrington, Dean of Undergraduate Studies. Students
should go to departmental offices to mak arrngrnents for getting into them.
Time(s) & Day(s) Course (No. II Title)
Tirne(s) & Day(s)
Time),) & Day ( s ) Course (No. & Title)
Course ( No. & Title)
9:30 T; 930 TH: Chem. 30A(Lab.)
7:00 p.m. T
2:30 MWF Phil. 160(Disc.)
Art 918
9:30 M, W; 11:30W Chem. 101
9:30 TTH
Art 174
130 MWF
11:00 TTH Phy. Sci. 20A( Lee.)
9:30 TTH Phil. 160(Lec.)
8:30 MW:
Biol. 20A( Loc.)
12:30 TTH; 2:30 MWF
7:30 F Pol. Sci. 22
9:30 17H; 11:30 TTH
Biol. 20A(Lab.)
8:00 TTH: 7:00 p.m. M ; Phy. Sci. 20A(Lab.)
7:30 F; 9:30 W;
2:30 MWF Pol. Sc,. 150
Biol. 66 (Lec.)
All sections ’
10:30 T; 12:30 W; 2:30 M, TH
Biol. 66 ( Lab.)
7:30 MW, TTH Pol. Sci. 152
7:30
MWF;
12:30
70
Phy,
Sot. 208) Lee.)
TTH: J
1:30 TTH Soc.
9:30 MW;
Biol. 130 Kee.)
2:30 MWF; 7:00 p.m. W, TH 1
2:00 TTH
11:30 TTH
Engl. IA
10:30 MW I Phy. Sci. 208-11-ab.)
8:30 F; 1:30 W
Engl. 1B
12:30 111-1; 1:30 MWF, TTH; Zoo1.112(Lab.)
8:30 F l Phy. Sci. 30 (Lee.)
7:30 TTH
2:00 TTH; 7:00 p.m. MW Zool. 1 I 2( Lee.)
8:00 TTH; 8:30 WMF; I Phy. Sci. 30 (Lab.)
10:30 MW Music 10A
7:30 W; 9:30 T
Ent. 102( Lab.)
9:30 TTH; 1010 MWF; j Sci. Ed. 10 i Lee.) 7:30 TTH: 2:30 MW
9:30 M
Ent. 102--( Lee.)
12:30 MWF; 2:30 MWF I Sci. Ed. 10 Lab.) 8:30W, TH; 1:30 M
Geol 1A(Lec.)
8:30 TTH
8:30 TM; 9:30,
Geol. IA(Lab.)
9:30 TTH Musk 10B
9:30 MWF 1 Sci. Ed. II Lee.)
11:30 MW; 2:30 TTH
8:30 MW Musk 118A
Geol. 18(Lee.)
7:00 p.m. T I
Sci.
Ed.
11)
Lab.)
8:30
TH; 10:30 W;
Geol. 18(Lab.)
9:30 M; 8:30 F Music 1188
11:30 MWF; 7:00 p.m. M ;
11:30 F; 12:30 M; 2:301, W:
3:30 WF Music 167
Geol. 2
8:00 TTH: 10:30 MWF; ;
1:30 TTH
Geol. 110
7:00 p.m. T
7:00 p.m. M ;
Sci.Ed. 100
Geol. 129(Lee.)
2:30 MWF Music 174
10:30 TTH
1:30 MWF Astron. 1
7:30 MWF; 8:00 TTH: Chem. I A( Loc.)
Hist. 178
4:30 MW
7:30 MWF;
Phys 28(Lec.)
9:30,
9:30 MWF: 11:30 MWF; 12:30 MWF
1:30
MWF;
,
12:30 MWF
8:30 MWF; 9:30 MWF:
7:00 p.m. TIN
Hist. 170
10:30 MWF, TTH; Phy,. 21)(Lab.)
11:30 MWF; 3:30 MWF Chem. IA--(Lab.)
7:30 F; 7:30 TH;
1:30 MW; 2:30 TTH
10:30 T; 11:30W, 10:30 TH;
9:30 MWF; 2:00 TTH
Hist. 1718
8:30 MWF
9:30 W; 2:00 TTH Chem. 11A( Lee.)
7:00 p.m. W, W
pP/h1’ 6610 D.
7:30 T; 11:30 hA; Phy,. 50(Lec.)
8:00 TTH; 10:30 F Chem. 1 1A( Lab.)
3:30 MWF;
2:30 T
Phil 08
2:00 TTH
8:30 p.m. TTH
7:30 MWF Chem. 30A(Lec.) 9:30 TTH; 11;30 TTH Phy,. 50( Lab.)
Phil. 09
7.301; 10:30 T

Let SILVA Care For Your Car
ice to expertly fill all
your autionotise needs.

Allo%% Sika Ser%

Delco Pleasnrizer Shock Absorbers
Complete Brake Work
Wheel Balance
Titne-1
Attie
Expertly nerving SJS students for
35 years at 4th and San Fernando.

78 S. 4th St.

SILVA SERVICE 295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park if for You. Low Rates.

Walter Gleseking

Yehudi Menuhin

David Oistrakh

Otto Klempler
Arthur Schnabel

Mirella Freni

Herbert Von Karojan

Franco Corelli

Take your
FISHwich coupon
to one of these
favorite
eating spots...

OUR POLICY:
We will order
any ANGEL not
in our stock at
the sale price
during this week.

SAN JOSE

PLUS THE ENTIRE CATALOG OF

SERAPHIM
ONLY

1.89

\

)

ONE WEEK ONLY

American Family Steak House,
23 N. Market
A & W Root Beer, 733 The Alameda
A & W Root Beer, 910 Meridian
Big Big Restaurant, 25 E. Brokaw
Burger Boy, 18 N. White Road
Burgrville, 3806 Stevens Creek Road
Cee Jay’s, 802 N. 13th
Dairy elle #18, 1729 McKee Road
Dan’s Snack Bar, 495 E. San Carlos
Dee’t Bayshore, 1764 Old Beyshore
Doc’s Drive In, 2460 Alum Rock
Frost Top Drive In, 1040 Willow
Griff’s Hamburger, 452 Keys
Henry’s, 515 10th St.
Henry’s 2739 Story Road
Magoo’s Hideaway, 123 S. 4th
Mother Hubbard’s, 1415 N. 4th
Orange Winxit, 11th & Santa Clara
Fountain,
Park
1710 Park Avenue
Paul’s Bar 8-9, 40 E. Santa Clare
Rudy’,, 84 S. First
San Jose Cafeteria,
89 San Fernando
San Jose State Spartan Cafeteria
Skylark Coffee Shop.
521 W. Santa Clara
See White Drive In,
2935 &inter Road
Tico’s Tacos, 4th & St. James
Vivia’s Cafe. IS S. 4th St.
SANTA CLARA

,
Dennis Brain

SERAPHIM:

Chicken Delight, 2329 El Camino
El Camino Coffee Shop.
2073 El Camino
Smiley’s, 3074 E. Camino

ANGEL’S special

Gerald Moore

series that gives

Claudio Arrau

you great artists

Dinu Lipatti

and great performances

Bons Christoff

at BUDGET PRICES!

Jussi Bjoerling

CAMPBELL
A & W Root leer,
Winchester Avenue
1360 Camden
Jack’s Foster F
, 2200 1111KOT
Jack’s Foster F
Sno White Drive In, 1160. Campbell
XXX Drive In,
Hamilton & Bascom Avenues
MOUNTAIN VIEW
A

SPECIAL
MONO CLOSEOUT

PRESTIGE 1.98

W Root Boor,
600 W. El Caffl..5
A & W Root Beer.
2324 Middlefield Road
A & W Root Beer, 260 Moffitt Blvd.

WHAT’S A FISHwich? Just the best tasting sandwich
you’ve ever eaten! Tender, white-meated fillets of fish, cooked
to a golden turn, served piping hot on a toasted bun with
plenty of tartar sauce. THAT’S A FISH-wich! Turn on ...
for lunch, after class, evening snack. We’ll turn on 14 worth
to start you off.

BLUE WATER FISHwich COUPON
Take this coupon to any authorized
FISH-wich restaurant or drive-in
displaying the big yellow FISH-wich
banner and cash in IN 100.
One coupon to a customer.
Expires March 31, 1968.

TO STORE MANAGERS
Llue Water Seafoods will redeem
this coupon for 100 plus 20 handling
when accepted at face value on purchase of a Blue Water FISH-wich.
Void if prohibited, taxed or restricted.
Cash value 1/20th of le. Redeem
through your local Blue Water Seafoods distributor.
IF4

SUNNYVALE

iscount records inc.
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK
SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474

The Carousel Restaurant,
43 W. Plana Way
Friday only:
The Harvest Table Buffet,
799 E. E. Camino
Dairy Bell #19, Irvingtott
Earl’s Foster Freese, 15737 San Jose
Avenue, Los Gatos
J & K Foster Freeze, Milpitas
Topper’s Steak House, Hayward

and besides all this, a
$100 PHOTO CONTEST
Blue Water will pay St()0 for the happiest picture of a man or
woman eating a FISH.wich. Send photos and names to Blue
Water Seafoods, 13600 Snow Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44142.

Holman Joins Pro Ranks;
Signs Pittsburgh Contract

PIPA1RTAN DATLY-8
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End Loss String, 101-83

Cagers Rip Waves;
Lose to Loyola Lions
By BOB SHIRRELL
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
LOS ANGELES
Second half
scoring outbursts by Tim Holman,
Coby Dietrick and Bob Scott Saturday night carried Sparta eagers
to a 101-83 conference win over
the Pepperdine Waves.
The win pushed their West
Coast Athletic Conference mark to
4-3 and balanced an 83-72 loss to
Loyola the night before. It also
put the end to a four-game Spartan losing streak.
In the first half, neither team
mold break away and the score
was tied 14 times but Bill Mozee
and Steve Ebey poured in two
buckets apiece near the close of
the half to give the Waves a 46-43
halftime lead.

In scoring with 22 and 20, respe..t [very.
The Spartans continued to shoot
well from the field, making 54
per cent of their shots, but were
hurt at the foul line, hitting on IN
nine of 15 attempts while tte
Waves sank 35 of 42.
Coach Dun Glines was pleascil
with his club’s hustle,

GET LEAD BACK
The Spartans got the lead back
quickly after the intermission and
pushed the score to 71-57 largely
through the efforts of Holman,
who drove past the defense for 11
points in about 10 minutes.
Mozee, Hal Grant and Tim Flowers pulled the Waves back into
the game, however, and two free
throws by Gary Dinnell cut SJS’
lead to 78-74.
Dietrick, who had been held to
just six points the night before,
contributed 10 points in the next
four minutes, most of them from
close in, to forge a 90-77 lead and
clinch the game.
The Spartans, who have had rebounding troubles in recent contests, controlled the boards 4842, The 6-10 Dietrick wits high
with 14.

’DIFFERENT TEAMS’
"We shot well and were fast
breaking well," he said. "The difference in the two games was the
difference in the two teams we
played. We started poorly against
Loyola, going four minutes without
a field goal at the beginning of the
game. We didn’t play well in the
second half even though three
times we had a chance to tie the
game."
When asked about his team’s
chances in the conference, Glines
said, "It depends on how we’re
playing, Hopefully, this shooting
experience here plus a good performance from several people may
help us regain the momentum.
We’re capable of beating anyone."
The Spartans will be hampered
for the rest of the season by the
loss of Bernie Veasey, who is academically ineligible, and guard Bob
South, who has a bad knee.
Dick Groves filled in for Veasey
against Loyola and responded with
18 points. He got six against the
Waves,

Spartababes
Lose Triano
At the Break
Fmsh basketball coach Stan
Morrison’s job of winning games
has been just a little more difficult with the transfer of sensational guard Dave Triano to another college.
Triano, an All-American prep
from Sacramento Belle Vista High,
transferred to John F. Kennedy
College in Wahoo, Neb., after finishing finals at SJS.
"He came to me about 20 minutes before a practice for the
Fresno game," said Morrison. "and
told me he was going to play for
his old high school coach, George
Milby."
The 5-9 southpaw was Sacramento’s best scorer ever and set a
Spartan gym scoring record of 41
against St. Mary’s.
"His leaving may be a blessing
in disguise," said Morrison, "be,ause the team has come up to fill
(he gap. Chris Guenther, C J
Howard, and Steve Mortara are
doing good jobs at the guard spots."
-

Spartababe Cagers
Lose to Cal,
Stanford Freshmen
Spartababe cagers suffered their
worst defeats of the season Friday
d Saturday nights when they
were beaten by the University of
California frosh, 104-79, and Stanford, 77-87.
11 Against Cal, SJS pulled to a 48halftime tie but fell into foul
!48
trouble and began to tire. Cal was
sparked by Jackie Ridgle, who
netted 34 points, and Charlie
Johnson, who got 17 in the first ,
half.
1 Spartababe center Darnell Hillman got 13 points and 25 rebounds
and guard Steve Mortara got 17
scores.
Coach Stan Morrison blamed "a
letdown on defense" for the loss
to Stanford. Buzz Nyquist was the
only Spartababe in double figures
with 22.
Stanford sank 21 frets throws to
just five for SJS.

1

Intramurals

ENGINEERING SENIORS!
Your Future is Unlimited in LOS ANGELES

$807 A MONTH TO START
CIVIL
ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
SANITARY

BALANCED ATTACK
Scoring was evenly balanced as
Holman got 23, Dictrick 22, Sc:,tt
17 and Steve McKean 15,
Ebey and Grant led the Waves

’rip! 1968 football Seit4011 will
, find Danny Holman, stellar guarterback for the Spartans the past
two years, wearing the uniform of
the Pittsburgh Steelers of the National Football League.
Last week Holman became the
first Steeler draftee to sign, inking
a pact in excess of $25.000. Pittsburgh drafted the former Monterey Peninsula College signal
caller in the eighth round. Their
scout and other professional scouts
1.,ited him as a better passing prospect than Heisman Trophy winner
Gary Behan of UCLA.
Beginning next month, t he
tomer SJS passing wizard will
to work with Pittsburgh aide
Don Heinrich, former All-American quarterback at the University
of Washington. It will be Holman’s
assignment to observe and learn
the intricacies of the Steele,*
system.
Steeler Coach Bill Austin is high
in his praise of Holman. He said of
Holman, "We were lucky to draft
him. We concentrated on drafting
offensive linemen and defensive
backs and did not think he would
still be available."
Spartan center Jim Meyer seems to be the only
I FOUND IT
Pittsburgh is particularly imone on the court who knows where the ball is. University of
pressed with Holman’s uncanny
Pacific players look around bewildered as Meyer stoops to
ability to release the ball quickly,
retrieve it. The Spartans upset the Tigers 80-72.
an important facet of the profes-:,111ilitnittitrinittliiiitittritillitittilitiltlitillitillIttninnititiiiiiiiintillintliu sional game. They also consider
him a fine running quarterback.
E
SJS Coach Harry Anderson feels
E
that because of the unstable quarterback picture at Pittsburgh, HolBasketball for the independent man couldn’t have a better chance
WINTER SPORTS
! There will be a basketball off i- leagues begins Wednesday and to play. Anderson contends that if
vial meeting tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. fraternity play opens Tuesday, he had to do it all over again he
would have let him run with the
Hi MG 201. Men who plan to work Feb. 20.
,iii this week should attend.
- -

Engineers are needed for the challenging work of planning,
designing and operating one of the largest electric water systems in the world.
Arrange with the Placement Office to talk with our engineering
representative who will be on campus

FEB. 19, 1968
DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SKI SALE

50% Off

T

Pants, Parkas, Sweaters
We rent HEAD skis

ball more. His justification for h
action was that he didn’t war it
take any additional chances
getting him hurt.
The 6-1, 180-pounder led the tintion’s college passers in accuracy
in 1966. He completed 160 of 260
aerials for a pereent,ev of 61 5

the 1968 season, Holman
engine e red consecutive Upsets
.iguinst the University of Calitornia and the University of
Oregon. It was his 24-0 shutout of
the Golden Bears that earned him
acclaim as Sports Illustrated’s
Rack of the Week.

WELCOME BACK
The Spartan House extends the

the

students and faculty

or

warmest

San Jose State. Along with our

best wishes for the new semester, we offer you
exciting, palate -pleasing Italian dishes

Round trip from
S.F.Jet Powered
Depart: June 17, Return: Sept. 6

* Amsterdam

’359
245
245

Round trip from
S. F.Pure Jet
Depart: June 15, Return: Sept. 7

* London
Contact

BARBARA KYNE
294-2916
after 5 p.m.
Group Leader
385 S. 8th, San Jose
Travel

Arrangements

Round trip from
N.Y.Pure Jet
Depart: June 17, Return: Sept. 9

* Lisbon

Round trip from
N.Y.Pure Jet
Depart: June 20, Return: Sept. 3

by T -M TRAVEL, 60 N. First, 293-1031

pizzas topped

paPtan
150 East
San Carlos St.
(corner of Fourth St.)

292-2840

idea:
row*
Tiot
ottlatit,
be
tether
No.1?
ids

258-5305

* London

lasagna,

a little bit of Italy. Come to the Spartan House.

SAN JOSE STATE CHARTER FLIGHTS

SUMMER ’68
Choice of
4 Flights

of

with chcice meats and exotic spices. Tr,at your taste -buds to

REED’S SPORTs 0P

SR
EU

a range

spicy

like

drenched in home-made meat sauce, or bubbling

WE FEATUREHEAD, FISCHER, BOGNER, MEGGI
TONI SAILOR, KOFLACH, HENKE

3151 Alum Rock

of welcomes to

If you want a career with all the growing room in the world, we
have a suggestion.
Start with Humble and you start with the company that supplie3
more petroleum energy than any other U.S. oil company. We’re
literally No. 1 America’s Leading Energy Company.
Start with Humble and you start with the principal U.S. affiliate of
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) with its 300 worldwide affiliates.
So your advancement can be intercompany as well as intracompany, worldwide as well as domestic!
Look into Humble’s wide-scope careers in exploration, production,
transportation, manufacturing, marketing and research and the
management of all these. We have immediate openings for people
in practically all disciplines and at all degree levels.
We’ll stretch your capabilities. Put you on your own a little Ice
soon. Get the best you can give. But you’ll always be glad you
didn’t settle for anything less than No. 1. See us on campus soon.

Humble_ Oil ,

Refining Company
America’s Leading Energy Company
A Plans for Progress Company and an Equal Opportuni:y Crfplayer

Monday, February 12, 1988
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Hershey’s Draft Directive
Stalls ASB Council Move
about," Lee reported, "and I will
discuss them with council."
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
noted "the SJS administration
would follow the recruitment policy
of the State College Board of
Trustees which rules that a campus must be open for all equal
opportunity employers, military
Included,"
Academic Council may review
the resolution today in L. N. 629
at 2:30 p.m. According to Loventhal, a professor must request
It be brought to the floor for
discussion."
Selective Service officials in San
Jose claim student deferments are
granted because it is of interest
to the nation’s security and welfare when individuals are in school
receiving an education."
Selective Service contends, however, that a "student may lose his
draft deferment if a local board
determines that he does not meet
requirements which are of an interest to national security and welfare."
"Students who turn in draft
vards would be processed for delinquent induction. As for demonstrators, there would be no delinquency action unless it could be
ileterrnined by the Selective Service
Rivard that a student no longer
;ittalified for deferment."
I,ee believes a "test case - in
which a student is stripped of his
;10ferment. re-classified and then
;trailed because of participation in
is
;in anti-war demonstration
probably the only way the question
can he resolved at this time."

By JEFF MULLINS
General Hershey rescinds his direcSpartan Daily staff Writer
tive that student anti -war demonThe unclear status of General strators be re-classified and
Hershey’s directive regarding re- drafted."
According to Lee, "A statement
classification of student anti-war by President Johnson clearly condemonstrators h a s temporarily flicts with the Hershey directive."
stalled a Student Council move to Johnson has said students should
suspend military recruiting at SJS. not be re-classified or drafted as
ASH President Vic Lee an- punishment for anti -war demonnounced during registration week stration activities.
that he will ask the student legisLee believes student council
lators at Wednesday’s council might wish to re-evaluate its resomeeting to "reconsider the resolu- lution since President Johnson’s
tion it passed by a 10-9 vote last statement "certainly carries more
semester" concerning military re- weight than any policy made by
Hershey."
cruitment.
The ASB leader also plans to
The resolution, introduced by
Graduate Representative Jules. have council "clarify the kind of
LoventhaL puts Student Council on recision it seeks" from the head
record "in support of suspending of the Selective Service.
outside military recruitment on , "There are several other da’nieflIs
have come
this campus until such time a.

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 25
8:00 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium

Adm: $3.00, 4.00 and 5.00
Tickets: San Jose Box Office
40 West San Carlos
CY 5-0888
SAT. FEB. 14 - 8:30 p.rn.
Berkeley Community Theater
Tickets: Sherman/Clay B. O.
2135 Broadway, Oak. HI 4-8515

Fri., Feb. 23 - 8:30
Masconic Auditorium, S. F.
Tickets: Dodntown Center B. 0.
325 Mason, S. F. PR 5-2021

Solid Connection.
It just makes good sense for the
graduate engineer or scientist,
contemplating the direction of his
professional career, to make sure
that he has all the information he
needs about every company he is
considering-that he has total
input information -before he makes
a connection.
If you’re good. If you’re really
good. If you have learned to use
the knowledge you have acquired
as a starting point from which to
launch new ideas, you probably
know already that your talents are
in demand. There is always a
seller’s market for intellect.
But there can be more to your
future than buy and sell.
Satisfaction is a commodity that
cannot be exchanged.
When you are considering where
you will start in the complex world
of aerospace, while you are
gathering input information, we

urge you to investigate the
opportunity for a satisfying career
here at the Pomona division of
General Dynamics.
Here are five reasons why it would
be a wise move for you now:
1. You will work side-by-side with
nationally recognized engineers
and scientists who are
pioneering advanced concepts
in missilry. Your reputation will
be balanced by association.
2. Your compensation and fringe
benefits will be on a par with
the top in the industry.
3. You will pursue your profession
in an area where living is
pleasurable year ’round -one
of the top vacation areas in the
nation. Beaches, mountains,
desert, a great city nearby,

universities and colleges for
advanced study, an atmosphere
of growth and achievement.
4. Your ability will be applied to

creating universally important
products of engineering
imagination.
5. Here at the nation’s largest
facility for development and
manufacture of tactical guided
missiles, your talents will be
evaluated, recognized and
rewarded.
For more information, contact your
placement officer to arrange a
personal on -campus interview with
our representatives, or write to:
L. F. Cecchi, Manager,
Engineering Personnel,
Pomona division of
General Dynamics,
P.O. Box 2507-0,
Pomona, California 91766
GENERAL DYNAMICS
Pomona Division
Pomona, California
An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required

Spartan Daily Classifieds
OUR ENTIRE

BOB
DYLAN
CATALOG
including the newest lp
"JOHN WESLEY HARDING"

97

NOW ONLY

PER RECORD
REG. 4.79

0,10,
5

c’e.

*ADD 1.00 FOR REG, 5.79 LP
WITH THIS AD ONLY
OFFER GOOD THROUGH FEBRUARY 17, 1968

PLUS THESE OTHER DYLAN HITS

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
MEN, LARGE, CLEAN rooms. Coop or
HOUSING (5)
accept advertising from advertisers who
pro,.
Approved. 146 So. 10th
practice discrimination on the basis of
),-, 2035.
race, color, creed or national origin.
1 OR 2 GIRL ROOMMATES for spring
Deluxe 2 bdrm., 2 baths duplex. Car FURN, ROOM AND kitchenette. Fe.
- 1/2 block from campus.
needed. $40/mo. 266-2389 after 4 pro.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11)
’
Call 297 .6433.
FRENCH STUDENTS: ROOM & board
PRIVATE HOME. Has two doubln bed POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. In- available in French Household
$12.50 per person, per week. 1
clude stamped envelope, Idlewild Pub- women students for spring sew"
room in back of main house for
lishing Company, 543 Frederick. San Near SJS. Call now for reser...1.
297.9850.
boy, $12.50. Please call 225.9476.
Francisco.
EUROPE ’MI - from $329 round trip.
June 19 -Sept 9. Write or call for applications & flight schedule. Prof. Maga,
P. 0. Box 6281, San Jose 95150 or 2947874
110,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

HOROSCOPES - NATAL AND ANNUAL. Let Astrology esplain your

40+ ACRES. A REDWOOD Forest
Prininvgl. Per ord of sumo,. z. Close into
Bou,der Creel. Tremendous growth Potential. $45,000. $12,500 Down. Excellent
terms. Call agent 408 438.0400 or Eves
408 377-4357.

FOR SALE: ’67 Honda. CB 1110 used
only for commuting, excellent cond. Elec.
:teller. $425. Mike 968.3257.

*THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN’

HELP WANTED 141

*ANOTHER SIDE OF BOB DYLAN

MANAGER FOR MEN’S rooming house.
Free private room. 295.2035.

*HIGHWAY 61 REVISITED
*BOB DYLAN’S GREATEST HITS

p RECORD SET)

MU-SIC BOX

Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Z

kek

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

SAIP-THIS REPOZT MON YOUR
Nt7ICATE5
YOU SEEM 70 HAVE A RAIZ, tie PAYNG IN5TRUCTOR5
ATTENTION IN CLASS. w

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

Two days

No refunds possible on canand ads. PriM yew ad bore:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spans for ado Ilas)

Three days Four days

Five days

J lines-

1.50
2.00
2.25
2.40
2.50
4 itnits - 2.00- -2.50- 2.75
-2.911- --2-.00
5 finis- 2.50-- 3.00 -3-.253.40 - 4.50
6 lines
3.00
3.50
3.75
3.90
4.00
Add this

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.
OVER 50.000 LP’s

Classified Adv.
Office - J206

221/2 ACRES. 4 miles from Los Gatos.
A yin.s you will have to see to believe
of the Santa Clara Valley. Paved county
road and utilities. $65,000. $15,000
Down, Excellent terms. Call Agent 408
438-0400 or Eves. 408 377.4357.

*BRINGING IT ALL BACK HOME

master ritarge

To Place
an ad:
Call at:

STUDY JET CHARTER L A./Amsterdam
6/27 to 9/4 includes 4 week course
Paris $399.50 Alliance Francaise, 9875
S. Monica Blvd. Beverly Hills German
Course. Salzburg available.

*THE FREEWHEELIN’ BOB DYLAN

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST RECORD SELECTIONS

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esolio’s.

Free delivery, free service. No worm".
Call 251-2598,
TYPING: FAST. ACCURATE, guaranteed. Editing on request. Call 259-5118.
Electric typewriter.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
Beixter.
MOTHER OF 2 year old would like to
sit, part time, in my home for I toddler.
Call 269-1659.
CHILD CARE BY young mother. My
home - fenced yard. Call 264-9054.

AUTOMO fIVE 12;

*BOB DYLAN

’RONK ON RI ONDF

s

character, (lovers, prof’s, etc.) and
portend the future. Usually $35 +.
Now $51 Ed Agusts 296-0197 eves.
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SECOND NEWS SECTION

k’s.lte\;

Duncan hall of
READY FOR ’68 The Carl D.
science, the first half of the new science building complex, will face its first load of students

this semester. The hall’s twin will be constructed
in the rear of The building.

Inter-racial Candor

Encounter Group Forms
Inter-racial Encounter Groups
sponsored by SJS Counseling Center this spring will encourage
people of different races to react
to each other in complete candor.
By sharing personal experiences,
Dr. Ray M. Schumacher, associate profeasor of psychology,
hopes that attitudes, perceptions
and prejudices of the group members will become available for exploration and modification.
The discussion will be free and
open. Racial problems may not

even be discussed by the groups.
However, since the groups will
have a mixed racial membership,
possibly knowing a person of another race on a personal basis
may modify one’s prejudices.
Registration will be accepted at
the Counseling Center (Building
El from the beginning of reght
Dation week, as soon as an individual knows his Spring Semester
schedule.
Groups will consist of ten to
fifteen members and will meet for
two hours weekly in homes of

faculty and students when possible.
All students and faculty are
eligible for participation in the
program.
Participants do not need to have
any particular attitudes toward
other races or nationalities to
profit from the group experience,
according to Dr. Schumacher.
This semester encounter groups
have been meeting with mixed
membership of the Greek system
and United Black Students for Action (UBSA). The groups have
been successful, Schumacher said.

SECTION B

Fifteen Dow Demonstrators
Enter ’No Contest’ Pleas

By DAN EHRLICH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Fifteen persons, charged in last
semester’s demonstrations against
Dow Chemical Co. and campus Marine Corps recruiting, placed their
fates in the hands of Municipal
Court Judge Louis C. Doll last week.
On the advice of their attorney,
John Thorne, defendants entered
pleas of "nob contendere" to the
varied charges against them. This
plea, according to Deputy District
Attorney Jack Komar, essentially
means "no contest" to the charges.
He explained that while the Individuals, utilizing this plea, admit
neither guilt nor innocence, so far
as sentencing is concerned, they are
considered guilty.
Komar said the adult probation
department will study the matter
and make sentence recommendations to Judge Doll. The judge will
make the final decision, however,
he concluded.
The defendants entered their
pleas in Municipal Court at the
time they were scheduled to face
jury trials in the two cases.
Judge Doll then scheduled probation hearings and sentencing for the
group, made up largely of SJS students and ex-students, for 9 a.m.
Friday, March 1.
One of the accused, ex-SJS student Ira Meltzer, 22, and his 21year-old wife Laurel found themselves in more serious trouble Feb.
1 when they were arrested on
charges of burglary and conspiracy. Mrs. Meltzer was charged additionally with possession of dangerous drugs.
The couple was arrested for al-

legedly stealing furniture from the
state-owned apartment house from
which they had been evicted the
day before.
The trials of Dr. David Walter
Eakins, 43, SJS assistant professor
of history, and Bruce Bradford
Jones, 23, ex-SJS student of 581 S.
12th St., were re-scheduled by
Judge Doll to 9 a.m. Monday,
Feb. 9.
Dr. Eakins is charged with battery and disturbing the peace,
while Jones stands accused of defiling the flag, resisting arrest and
disturbing the peace.
Four defendants had been arrested on charges stemming from campus demonstrations against the Marines Oct. 9 and Dow Chemical,
Nov. 20-21,
The quartet is Jones, Alan N.
(Nick) Kopke 25 of 581 S. 12th
St., Richard Bruce Kaufman, 19, of
2295 E. San Fernando St. and Clif-

ford Alton Ruesch, 22, of 2295 E.
San Fernando St.
In addition to the group of 15 defendants, four other individuals arrested in the anti-war demonstrations had charges against them dismissed by the judge on a motion
from the District Attorney’s Office.
According to Komar, his office
made this decision because of "lack
of evidence to prove guilt."
Ruesch was one of the four whose
charges were dismissed.
The other three include Connie
Jean Kurz, 23, of 318 E. William
St., arrested for malicious mischief;
Kendall Allen Davis, 22, of 193 N.
Fifth St., arrested for resisting
arrest and disturbing the peace;
and Adna Louie, 19, of 318 E. William St., arrested for malicious
mischief.
The 15 persons who pleaded nobo
contendere and the charges against
them are: Kopke, resisting arrest;

Record Budget Falls Short
A record state college operational budget proposed by Gov.
Ronald Reagan last week in Sacramento left college officials crying
for more money.
A total recommended appropriation of $238.7 million, well up from
this year’s $197 million, is still
110.9 million short of what the
system requested.
SJS, still the largest of the 18
state colleges with an anticipated
full-time enrollment next year of
17,650, will receive the largest of
the individual appropriations. The

governor has recomme
ed
$21,688,949, representing a gain of
$292,247 over this year.
The new SJS budget will provide
$400,000 to equip residence halls,
$324,600 to equip the new science
building and $165,000 for plans for
a new classroom building.
The suggested allocation also
provides for a 7.5 per cent faculty
pay Increase and addition of 40 to
the present 2,188-man college staff.
Under the new provision, average expenditure per SJS student
will be $1.229 as compared to
$1,250 this year.

Kaufman, defiling the flag; Meltzer,
resisting arrest; Theodore Layton
Smith, 28, of 405 S. Eighth St., resisting arrest; James Hurst, 22, of
390 E. Santa Clara St., disturbing
the peace; Audrey Jean Eckhardt,
21, of 763 S. 11th St., resisting arrest; Douglas James Degher, 24,
address unknown, disturbing the
peace; Benjamin Falk, 21, of 114 S.
11th St., resisting arrest; Thomas
Dan Good, 22, of 22 S. 11th St., resisting arrest.
Others were: Kenneth Sheldon
Smith, 23, address unknown, disturbing the peace; Phillip Wayne
Stevens, 24, of 2295 San Fernando
St.. failure to disperse; Thomas
Fink, 19, of 1245 Santa Paula Ave.,
malicious mischief; Margaret Westfall, 21, of 405 S. Eighth St., resisting arrest; Robert Bruce Avakian,
24, Ramparts Magazine writer of
1964 Market Ave., San Pablo, disturbing the peace; and Dennis Leroy Harvey, 24, of 1717 Silverwood
Dr., disturbing the peace.
Two Hell’s Angels Motorcycle
Club members also arrested during
the Dow Chemical demonstrations
presently are awaiting trial in Superior Court on charges of assault
with a deadly weapon.
The pair, Douglas Flynn Orr, 21,
and Michael Patrick Valosick, 22,
both of 656 N. Bernardo Ave.,
Mountain View, were arrested for
allegedly taking swings at demonstrators with a wooden table leg.
Already., convicted by a six-man
and six-woman jury of disturbing
the peace and resisting arrest is
Donald MacFarland Kantor, 21,
SJS senior psychology and philosophy major, of 97 Juniper Dr.,
Atherton.

SJS Art Gallery Shows ’Visual Procativeness’
Examples of "visual provocativeness" will be displayed today
through kerb. 23 at the SJS Art
Gallery, located at 9th and San
Carlos Streets.
These examples of contemporary
sculpture, produced in SJS college
workshops, utilize newly developed
industrial materials which involve
all the senses of the viewer: sight,
touch and sound.
The pieces involved were designed and constructed by advanced students of Harry Powers,
who has created a number of pieces
which now embellish San Francisco Bay area architecture.
According to Powers, "Many
people today derive a sense of
sterility from modern architecture.
There is a need to effectively draw
together and synthesibe the ideas
of both the architect and the artist
into a coherent whole."
Strong lightweight materials
have been used to produce perma-

"SUMMER SYMBOL"

.

.

.

By Alan B. Cheney

nent, durable works which, according to an SJS art department
spokesman, can he integrated into
an architectural environment with
great economy of means.
The works themselves attempt
to illustrate a variety of ways to
achieve exciting new forms through
available materials. They also attempt to fulfill the communicative
and functional requirements of the
architect and the artist.
Although currently on display In
a gallery, the works present the
kind of art which will be constantly exposed to the public as an
integrated part of modern architecture.
The works were designed for
placement in such places as lobbies,
courtyards. foyers, and can even
act as part of the structure of
columns, wall sections, and
pilasters.
Many are of a size that will
function with standard architec-

"JUST STANLEY’S SPIRE"

.

.

.

tural modules (4 x 8 sections), but
the sculpture principles can be adapted to any size.
The work emphasizes excellence
in craftsmanship and the stress is
on attention to detail.
New materials provided by contemporary technology, such as
foamed plastics, epoxy adhesives,
surface coatings, casting and laminating resins, were researched,
utilized and fabricated with emphasis on simplicity and minimal,
clean lines.
Use of lighting, fabrics, mirrored
surfaces, formica, metals, fiberglass a n d various automotive
laquers were aLso used to achieve
variations of shapes, contours, integration of parts, and new special
concepts.
According to the art department.
the pieces on exhibit, are independent works of sculpture which show
concern for the total architectural
environment.

By Janis J. Dean

UNTITLED SCULPTURE
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!A Look Back From 1973

Monday, February 12,1968

Things Sure Changed at SJS
By PATRICIA WANE K
Welcome back, 1968 grads! It’s
1973, time for a five-year reunion.
Things have changed since you
were here last. Let’s take a walk
around and see what’s hap.
pened

and landscaped, as have Seventh
land Eighth Streets.
If you look across the Ninth
Street mall and to the north, you
will see two classroom buildings
over a parking lot,

We’ll stall at the 12-story,
co-ed dorm with its own cafeteria. It houses 600 students, and
was finished the fall of 1968, just
after you graduated.
North of that is a grass-coveted
parking lot. As we cross Sun
Carlos, you’ll notice it’s been depressed and has several overcrossings.
P.P.:. FIELD
After crossing, we reach what
used to be your physical education
field. The building taking its place
is the central heating and air conditioning facility. All classrooms
are air conditioned now.

Atmosphere for Achievement
(i,,Ipment and systems which are
ballistics, dynamics, thermodynamic&
If you are contemplating a car r in
guidance, structures, mechanical
making headlines the world over. You
aerospace, your next ten years are
design, electrical design, reliability,
will have access to four highly rated
critical ones. The exposure you get
colleges and universities for advanced test engineering and materials
to major projects, the caliber of your
study. Your assignments will be
research.
associates, the quality and availability
of educational institutions for advanced selected from more than one hundred
key study and development projects.
study, and the recognition you get for
A variety of outstanding career
personal achievements will all count
Opportunities are yours at Convair
heavily toward building your
in the following areas of concentration: See your placement officer to arrange
reputation and your income.
At Convair you will find management aeronautical, electrical, electronic and a personal on -campus interview with
mechanical engineering; engineering
sensitive to the importance of your
our representatives, or write to
mechanics and engineering physics.
personal development and you
Mr. J. J. Tannone, Supervisor,
will work in an atmosphere of
Engineers will be assigned to
the following areas: advanced systems, Professional Placement and Personnel,
achievement side by side with some
Convair Division of General Dynamics,
systems analysis, space sciences, life
of the most capable people in our
5492 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego,
sciences, information sciences,
industrythe people who developed
California 92112.
scientific data processing, aeroAtlas-Centaur and other space age

NEW LIBRARY
Let’s turn left at the College
Union toward Seventh Street. You
can’t help but see the pride and
joy of SJS, the 18-story, 800,000
volume library, which was completed early in 1972. It’s between
the Administration and Journalism
Buiklings. Home Economics has
been relocated permanently.
The old library buildings that
were in use when you were here
have been converted to classrooms
and offices. The bookstore you
knew is now a computer and telephone equipment center.
As we walk south, we see the
men’s gym. But there’s been a
new one built, and this one’s basketball floor is now a large swimming 15)01.

Between Ninth and Tenth
Streets across from the Art Build"SUPER BLOCK"
ing, stand the beautiful four-story
business classroom building and
You’ve no doubt wondered about
10-story business office building, the development across Fourth
completed early in 1971,
Street between San Carlos and
To our left is the College Union. San Fernando Streets. It continues
It stands three stories high and to Market Street, but this "Super
houses offices, recreation facilities Block" between Third and Fourth
and the bookstore. The $4 million is college-oriented. San Antonio
needed to build it was raised from Street is a mall, and there are
student body fees. It was finished parking, high-rise housing, and
in the spring of 1969. It you’ve college related businesses. San
been wondering what’s happened Antonio Plaza, as it is known, was
to Ninth Street, it has been cloa.r1 comocueled as a link between the

SAVE 25%
ON USED BOOKS
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
(with cash register receipt)

GENERAL DYNAMICS

Convair Division

cpartatt Sookotore

San Diego, Cal,fornia
M Equal Opportunity Employer

"right on campus"

college and downtown San Jose,
kind is now being completed.
As we cross back over sunken
San Carlos, we view the ettorMOUS
science building. The first phase
was in use just after you graduated, in the spring of 1968. It
houses the physical sciences. The
second phase was finished early in
1971 and houses the biological
sciences.
Well, here we are back where
we started. The future holds many
good things for San Jose State.
We hope you’ll be buck in a few
years to look around. You’ll be
proud.

OR Launched;
Seeks Improved
Human Relations
Students may participate this
Sunday in the first of a series of
all-day programs concerned with
"interpersonal relations on campus." The student-organized program is called Communication in
Residence (CIR
The program may be considered
comparable to the annual Spartacamp, according to Detlef Frank,
CIR member, "although it is an
independent project that stands on
its own."
A sign-up booth will he set up on
Seventh Street Monday through
Thursday. Sunday’s program will
be held from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
The program will begin with
an opening speaker, Dr. Army Ibrahim, assistant professor of anthropology and sociology, who will speak
on "Friendship: Here and Abroad."
Small discussion groups, a nonverbal experiment, and various activities will complete the day.
Participating students are to
meet at the Art Quad, Ninth and
San Salvador streets, at 8:30 a.m.
to make sure everyone has a ride
to the meeting place, the Carl Len finger Center, 1300 Senter Rd.
Three more programs are planned
for March 2, April 20, and May 4.
The CIR committee hopes the programs can continue on a monthly or
semi-monthly basis.

Why is Cal book the place
to buy your books
Cal has two locations to serve

25% cheaper than new and

you and both offer fast, effi-

full refunds with receipt until

cient service at competitive

March 1st. We honor both
BankAmericard and Master

prices. You can get used books
Charge at San Fernando store.

Convents’s,. hours:

Today through Thursday
a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

457 e. san carlos
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From Academic Heights

College Educated Nurses Trained
To ’Treat the Whole Patient’
By JANET 1101111Ett-ALL
Spartan Daily Staff %% Ater
"College educated nurses are
better trained. Their strength is
knowing how to treat the whole
patient and not just the diseasc."
retorted Laura Mae Douglass, associate professor of nursing, in
defense of the ail ic "Where Did

Chapel Offers
Best Deal
West of Reno
By CONNIE SICIPITARES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
With $10, an ASH card and an
Interested second party, it’s possible for any SJS student to take
advantage of one of the campus’s
most exciting services -- a unique
wedding in the Memorial Chapel.
Although the marriage ceremony
is the only church sacrament administered in the chapel, students
may also hold formal meetings,
initiations or lectures there.
Erected as a shrine to the memory of the war dead of this college
In World War II, the entirely nonsectarian chapel was built and
dedicated in 1952 at a cost of
$50,000.
The idea of a memorial chapel
was suggested by Mr. and Mrs.
Wilber E. Bailey of Palo Alto,
whose son, Lt. Kenneth C. Bailey
of the graduating class of ’42, was
killed in action in December of 1943.
An American flag and two service flags flunk each side of the
chapel. The American flag was
presented to the chapel by the San
Jose Post of the Veterans of Foreign Wars on March 31, 1952, and
the service flags were given by
members of the Inter-Society
Council, predecessor of Panhellenic.
The service flags have a total
of 4,437 stars on them, 204 gold
and 4,233 blue, each representing
an individual whose memory is
honored by the chapel.
The chapel is open from 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m.. Monday through Friday for individual reflection or
contemplation.

All the Nurses Go?.’ printed in the
January 23 Look issue.
The article supports the threeyear hospital school nursing program, although t he American
Nursing Association emphatically
states, "Only nurses with college
degrees can fulfill the complex
chores of nursing."
There are presently two basic
registered nursing programs. The
first is the intensified two-year
junior college program and the
three-year diploma program from a
hospital school.
RECENT PROtIRAM
The more recent four-year program, which SJS has had since
1958, preprwes the future nurse to
administer more additional care
than the regular RN, based on an
extensive knowledge in the
sciences: chemistry, microbiology,
physiology, anatomy ,art and humanities, according to Mrs.
Douglass.
The college educated nurse also
receives a public health certificate
which lets her practice in such
public health agencies as Mental
Health Association and Family
Service Organization.
Three-year proponents state the
four-year nursing student doesn’t
have as many on-the-job hours,
since she must take humanities
courses. "Not so." said Mrs. Douglass, "at least not on the west
coast. This is correct, however in
the mid west and east coast."
Another significant difference of
the three and four-year programs
is that the college educated girl
learns the developmental concepts
of man from birth to old age, while
the hospital student learns of man
in bits and pieces in classes of
pediatrics and geriatrics. "They
don’t consider the whole person,"
said Mrs. Douglass.
FIRST YEAR
In the first year of the four-year
program, nursing students learn
the fundamentals of nursing, then
apply them to their remaining
three years. They learn to think
and know what to do by themselves. "The three-year student
learns how to do it, but doesn’t
know why she’s doing it," continued Mrs. Douglass.
The humanities background of
the four-year program gives the

How Will He Do on His First Big Jump?

nuesirig students insight about
people and their reactions. Students learn about the whole person.
The hospital schools are very
upset about the ANA’s White
Paper which continually states a
college degree is necessary for the
modern nurse. Not all health authorities agree the college educated nurse is superior to the
hospital RN, but Mrs. Douglass
thinks someday the hospital school
will disappear completely. They
are already fading rapidly because
of in.sufficient enrollment.
Mrs. Douglass said anytime a
three - year school must make
money to continue, quality instruction is jeapordized. "It casts $6,000
tuition for hospital schools, while
it costs one-tenth, $200 tuition for
a four-year education," she commented.
Mrs. Douglass concluded, "Fouryear nursing students can assess
the patient’s situation in any
clinical setting as the hospital or
community and devise ways to
bring about theraputic change.

By OUT HALL
It was the first big jump. Ile
had worked foul years t., enjoy
this moment, and had not become
aware of the altitude he had attained until he looked at the
clouds surrounding and sheltering
him from the harshness of the
world so far below.
He watched his friends leaving
the safety of the perch he was so
accustomed to, rind descend to the
real world of milk and butter and
eggs. They play for keeps down
there.
lit. had dealt with abstract

Senior Interviews
Senior interview appointments
for prospective June graduates
will be aavilable the first five
weeks of the Spring semester.
Reservation cards may be picked
up for appointment reservations.
Appointments and further information may be obtained at the
Registrar’s Office, Adm. 102,

theories for so lung that he wondered it they were real parts ot
life, or just devices to be used as
traps and tests for him to stumble
over.
He worriedly mused over what
would happen after he jumped.
Which way would he aim? There
was a lot out there to choose
from, and if he chose wrong he
might get hurt.
Then there was the landing.
How would he roll once he hit
bottom. He had been taught to
roll with the punches, and he decided not to change now.
The line moved forward to that
windy spot where one can see both
the security of his support, and
the challenge of the world.
lie thought of his ’,silents, without whose sacrifice he never would
have known what he knew now.
But now he was ready to plunge
straight down to earth. He would
be scared for a few seconds. He
knew that. He planned on it. It
didn’t stop him though, it made
him think,

Suddenly It became clear to him
why he was doing this. It wasn’t
for his parents, or his girl or anyone. It was for himself. He needed
to prove to himself that he could
meet a challenge. That he could
do something for real, not I II a

After all, it’s what makes the world go ’round in
that wonderful, once -in -a -lifetime way. The engagement ring you choose says so much about
your love ... and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect for
rcplacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler’s store. He’s in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

Do you feel your auto insurance premiums are too high??
We have a special auto insurance program geared expressely
to you!
If you have a good driving record, we can
dramatic savings, high limits and quality coverage.

troos
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EHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautrtul 44-page Bride’s Book,
Die

Name
Address
City
Zip
State
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textbook or un a football field.
Then it wit; his ILLITi. lie walked
up and took the diploma. "Thank.;
President Clark," he said. He
turned and looked into the crowd
hoping to find the face of someone
ht It riot Ile wasn’t smiling. Yet.
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Physics Is Just Everyday Things . .. That’s All
By PAT CLEMENT
Everyday things - - that’s what
physics is all about! But you don’t
believe that, do you? Of course
not! Eveiybody knows physics is
incomprehensible
a dry, stuffy

subject havine. something to do
with physical laws. It’s strictly for
"brains" and, furthermore, physicists are "eggheads."
Physics is Indeed a difficult subject, but it does not consist of
just abstract mathematical theta.-

SAVE

25%
ON USED BOOKS
AT
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(with cash register receipt)

lea aboill atoms rev Is inc in titcles. It deals with the world
surrounding us.
"You couldn’t get up in the
morning without physics," says
Dr. Mal vin Morris of San Jose
State Physics Department. Dr.
Morris doesn’t fit the stereotype
Image of a physicist. He is young,
good looking, and interjects a delightful sense of humor into his
general physics lectures.
Friction, he explains, is the reason you are able to get up in the
_

morning. Friction oceurs k hen two
surfaces are in contact. Without
it a peison would be unable to
move under his own volition. He
would have to be pushed by something else. Unfortunately, without
friction, he would then be unable
to stop, and he would continue in
a straight line forever or, until
he collided with another body.
This is Sir Isaac Newton’s first
law which states that bodies at
rest tend to remain at rest; bodies
in motion tend to remain in mo-

non unless acted upon by an outside force.) ’
Consulting a physics text will
show that ability to arise in the
morning is not physics’ only contribution to your daily life. Arch!inodes stated that a floating or
submerged body is buoyed up by
a force equal to the weight of the
fluid it displaces. This means that
you may relax leisurely in the
bathtub supported partly by the
weight of the water you displace.
This force is also what enables

Spaghetti & Meat Balls
$1.50
Garlic Bread

Dave Guard’s

COLOUR GUITAR

Dinner Steak & Rigatoni
$1.90
Garlic Bread

Experimental course
now available free to
qualified applicants.

Manny

cpaPtatt geek4tope

Call 327-8970
after 5 P.M.

175 West St. John

-right on campus"

Get
a whole term’s reading
under your belt
in only one week!
If you are an average student carrying
a standard study load, you have the capacity to
readin just one weekevery single textbook
for every single course in your curriculum.
What’s more, you will fully understand and
remember what you read for along, long time.
The way to this singular accomplishment is via Reading Dynamicsthe educational breakthrough that enables people to
read thousands of words a minute without
skipping or skimming; with excellent comprehension, great enjoyment and remarkable
recall. Learning to read dynamically is like
making the transition from a bicycle to a
Jaguar XKIE.
Reading Dynamics really works. In
fact, it works so well and with such consistent
success that every course is backed by The
Evelyii Wood :loading Dynamics Institute’s
firm Performance Warranty to at least triple
your reading efficiency.
This is a minimum promise, for literally thousands of the Institute’s graduates
have learned to read four to ten times faster. They read an average
novel in about an hourall the articles in TIME magazine in 25 minutestextbooks at the rate of 15-20 pages a minute.
These people aren’t "brains" or mental freaks. Many are individuals who once read as slowly as youpoking along at the national
average reading rate of 250-400 words per minute. So don’t be on-

barrassed about your slow reading. Most of
your friendseven your parents and teachers
can’t read any faster.
Reading Dynamics offers you a permanent escape from the sluggish reading rut and
the negative effects it has on your grade average and free time.
Although learning to read dynamically
requires no special talent or aptitude, mastering this wonderful skill is a lot like learning
to play a musical instrument. This means that
just acquiring the simple, basic techniques
won’t turn you into a speed reading phenomenon overnight. You have to practice every day
no great hangup since you can apply some
of this Reading Dynamics "homework" to
your normal school or pleasure reading.
Best of all, once you attain and continue to use your new reading skills, your
speed gains are permanent. And if you lose
the habit of using this skill, you can always
come back to Reading Dynamics and take one
Of their free refresher courses.
Reading Dynamics is the definitive rapid reading system in the
world today. And the most flexible. You can use it for all kinds of
readingeven detailed, complex materials like science, history and
economics textsin one-third the time it takes you now.
Come to one of the free demonstrations listed below and find
out how Reading Dynamics can work for you. No kidding, it really will!

you to swim in water and also
prevents skin divers from sinking
without weight belts.
While dressing after a bath, a
woman often applies perfume to
her skin by spraying it from an
atomizer, compliments of physics.
Daniel Bernoulli, an 18th century
physicist, discovered that an increase in the speed of a moving
fluid decreases its pressure.
AIR PRESSURE
This means that when air is
blown over the top of a liquid, the
pressure in the tube is sufficiently
reduced for the atmospheric pressure to force the liquid up the
tube. It is then blown into the
airstream. This is, incidentally, also
the reason why a shower curtain
sticks to you as the water rushes
past.
Another application of Bernoulli’s principle is much more useful
to your life than an atomizer
the achievement of the dream of
centuries, flight.
An airplane is able to fly because as the plane speeds forward,
the velocity of the air moving over
the wings increases. The wing is
shaped somewhat like a dolphin,
so that the air must travel farther
over the top of the wing than
underneath.
To travel faster in the same
length of time, the air moving
over the top must travel faster
than the air under the wing. The
air pressure above the wing is
thus reduced. Therefore, the higher
pressure under the wing lifts the
plane off the ground and into
flight.
EVEN BREAKFAST
Cooking breakfast in the morning also requires an assist from
physics. The stove is very often
electric, and so are your refrigerator, toaster, coffee pot, and
waffle iron. As a matter of fact,
you are dependent upon electricity
for countless things. It is physics

Students Can Relax Now;
Finals Aren’t for Awhile
By RICK JAMISON
Finals week! Two words that
strike fear into the heart of many a
college student. Gone are the long
leisurely weekends and the Friday
night beer blasts. Tension draws
tighter and nerves explode. Sales in
coffee and No-Dos skyrocket like
never before.
During the final week rack and
ruin often occur. Like the student
who had all of his unopened, unused textbooks for sale with a note
saying: "Gee, I wonder why I

flunked out." Then there’s the panic
in the mornings when, all of a sudden, everyone decides to come to
school. Traffic pileups occur and
fenders get dented.
There are, of course, those students whose only means of salvation is to study all night. All-nighters take their toll. Some students
have fallen asleep during the final.
Others become so grouchy that nobody will claim them for a friend.
Just think of the panic if they
stopped making coffee, No-Doz and
benzedrine.

The
smashing
after
shave.

FINAL FRIENDS
Did you ever notice how many
new friends you accumulate the
week before finals? Students, in
their common plight, draw closer
together in those last, mad, rushing
days. Old familiar questions are
asked for the 500th time. Notebooks are compared once again.
We’ve all heard cries like: "When
did they say that in class?" or
"Have you finished the text yet? ...
I haven’t finished the last five chapters." or "I wonder if the final is
comprehensive?"
Many strange things can happen.
Some students don’t know what
day it is ... only that they have a
final tomorrow. Others forget or
skip meals . . . so they can study
longer. Men quit shaving and girls
wear slacks. IBM pencils, IBM
forms and bluebooks become collectors items and some are resold
at higher prices to forgetful students. Even teachers sell bluebooks.
Smokers smoke more ... they say
it gives them more adrenalin.
CRAM CALMLY
Then there are a few calm students. They belong to the school of
thought that says: "Why cram for
finals if you’ve studied hard all
year?" They go out on the lam
and relax while their buddies are
sweating it out.
Finally there’s the test itself.
Now is when the clock in the classroom seems to be running fast for
the first time in the semester. Why
is this the day when your faithful
ballpoint pen has to quit . . just
when you need it most? lathe world
really caving in when the prof hands
you a 27-page final? You see strangeth Who turn out to be students with
world’s longest absentee records.
Then it’s all mei* with. Students
run and skip down the sidewalk.
They chide their fellow students
with witty remarks. Many are
stoned by 2 in the afternoon. Others
leave for home or take to the ski
slopes. There is an exodus to the
hookstores to retrieve Part of a anroester’s cash investment. Finally
there’s a handhil of stude’nht who
try to tell Owlt friends that they
are looking forward to next year’s

See free demonstrations this week.
You could win a valuable scholarship.
SAN FRANCISCO

l’ALO ALT()

Jack Tar Hotel

Riekey’s Hyatt House

Mon..

Feb. 12, 8:00 I’M

Wed., Feb.

14, 8:00 I’M

Mon.. Feb. 12, 8:00 I’M
W’ed.. Feb. 14. 8:00 PM
Sat., Feb. 17. 10:30 AM

Sheraton Palace Hotel
Sat..

Feb. 17,

10:30

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Inctitute pledges to increase a student’s
reading efficiency by at least three times.
Tile Institute will refund a pupil’s entire
tuition if, after completing minimum des
and study requirements, he fails to triple
his reading efficiency as measured by our
beginning and ending tests. Reading efficiency combines rate and comprehension
not speed alone.

Tues.,

House

Feb. 13, 8:00 I’M

17 West
(N. 1st St. at Hwy. 17)
Thurs.. Feb. 15, 8:00 PM
Sat., Feb. 17, 10:30 AM

AM

Performance Warranty

SAN JOSE
Hyatt

DIEVEIN1V

WOOD

READING
DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICES
WATNUT
SAN
SACRAMFNTO SANTA ROSA
1212 4th St.
(’RILK
201,1 St,
FRANCISCO
542-6547
137 Locust St.
444-8277
690 Marko St.
9 33-1837
434-0707
SAN JOSE BERKELEY OAKLAND PALO ALTO FRESNO
1.290 Pt. First St. 2118 Wei& 1925 Franklin 770 V, ekh Road 48.54801
327-1991
835-4200
549-021.1
293-8881

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Insthnte,1)ePt.
in
1924 Franklin, Oakland, Calif. 94412
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Please send descriptive folder and schedule
of classes Mtn, area.
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which has made this possible.
During preparation of a meal,
you might need to open a previously unopened screw-top jar. If
it sticks, you may run it under
hot water. The principle behind
your reasoning is another application of physics. The metal in the
jar lid expands further than the
glass does under the same amount
of heat. Therefore, you are able
to open the jar easily.
You spend a great deal of time
in buildings which are constructed
using applications of physics principles, such as knowledge of the
amount of strain and heat expansion or cold contraction different
building materials can withstand.
Parts of the building are held together by nails. Here friction is
Important again, for it is friction
which holds the nails in the wood.
Without it, the nails would fall
out, and the building would
collapse.
PHYSICS PRINCIPLES
All the principles of physics, including the portion which deals
with the characteristics of waves
(such as sound waves) and the
frequency at which different elements vibrate in waves must be
remembered when you bluld anything. The reason is that every
substance has a natural frequency.
This means it can be caused to
vibrate in the same motion as an
ocean wave. If it vibrates fast
enough that is, if the frequency
is high enough, it produces sound,
such as a violin string.
But the resulting motion can be
disastrous if unwanted, as the
astounded people of Tacoma, Washington, discovered in November of
1940.
A bridge had been constructed
across a canyon through which
high winds blew. The wind, unfortunately, happened to blow at
the same frequency as the natural
(Continued on Page 55)
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Sports Car ’Widow’ or Wife?
The Choice, Girls, Is Yours

If
were
happy
with the wqr1
the way it is,
we wouldn’t
need you.

By LINDA CZI"I
He’s the one with the grease on
his cheek and the copy of "Road and
Track" under his arm.
He’s the one who thinks a day
well-spent is spent washing and polishing his car.
lie’s the one who owns anything
from a Ferrari to IA Sprite, but more
probably a Triumph. MG, or a
Porsche.
He’s your man and you love him
but the success of your romance depends on your attitude toward his
other lovehis car.
Success in this three-way romance begins with the knowledge
that his car, in a greater or lesser
degree, holds a pretty special place
in his heart. The number one "Golden Rule" for the sports car driver’s
girlfriend is: Respect his love for
his car. Sure, it’s true that his car
can’t keep him warm at night but
then neither can you carry him
around a corner at 100 mph.
Your success continues with an
open-minded and enthusiastic attitude toward his love. This requires
that you not only avoid the grimace that appears every time he calls
"her" sweetheart or honey, but that
you cheerfully and eagerly volunteer to help with minor repairs including washing, waxing and polishing.
Learn as much as you can about
sports cars. This is accomplished
with a two-fold plan. Read the articles and look at every picture in
sports car magazines. Hang around
your car fiend and his similarly inspired fiends and listen--but keep
your mouth shut. Number one sug

we

Kids chore on po:luted air. Streets are jammed by
cars with no place to go. Italy’s priceless art and
libraries are ravaged by floods. This is the way the
world is, but it’s not the way it has to be. Air pollution can be prevented. Better transportation can
be devised. Something tan even be done about the
weather. Many people at General Electric are
already working on these problems, but we need
more. We need help from young engineers and

EUROPE ’68

scientists; and we need help from business and
liberal arts graduates who understand people and
their problems. If you want to help solve important
problems, we’d like to talk to you. We’ll be visiting
campus soon. Drop by the placement office and
arrange for an interview.

GENERAL

$329 ROUND TRIP
June l9 -Sept. 9
Additional Flights Available

ELECTRIC

PROF. MAGE
P.O. Box 6281
San Jose 95150

An equal opportunity employer

294-7874

gestion in this area is: If you don’t
know, don’t ask!
Baby his car as much as possible,
even if it means a helping with
washing dirty, greasy ;:arts. This
suggestion will work wonders at
earning you brownie pointF. You’ll
find a Treat deal of clatetime is
spent at this activityso if you
want the man, learn to enjoy the
chore. Case in point: One girl we
know, attached to a sports ear bug,
received a can of rubbing compound
for an anniversary present, with an
invitation to do the honors!
It’s important to cultivate an interest in racing, because to race is
every sports car fan’s dream. You’ll
participate in rallyes from the inside of his car, and find yourself in
many instances at sports car shows
and a variety of racing eevnts.
You’ll become familiar with every
USAC, SCRAMP, SCCA, and FCCA
sponsored race, from auto -crosses
and dirt tracks to the Can-Am
Series.

Don’t complain about the poor
spectator conditions at the track.
The track at Laguna Seca, for example, has dust from eight inches
on the ground to six feet in the air.
Above all, don’t demand attention at events. Let rit.u. man roam
free and unhampered from the pit
area to each turn and straightaway, and back again. And don’t
ask silly questions like: "What kind
of ear is that?" or "Who’s ahead?"
Under the heading of miscellany,
I’ll bunch a few odd hints.
1. Keep your hands off the wheel
it’s his car, let
and dashboard
him drive it.
2. If he makes a stupid move on
a turn or elsewhere, don’t open your
mouththat’s the best way to lose
a boyfriend.
3. Be careful when you open the
car door--he’ll hate you if you mess
up his paint job.
4. And please--don’t always be
asking to drive his carhe doesn’t
want to be second best either!

Is Physics That Simple?
(Continued from Page 4B)
frequency of the material used to
build the bridge. During one exceptionally high wind, the bridge
began to vibrate, moving in the
same manner as an ocean wave.
Within a few hours the high points
on the waves of the bridge had
reached five feet. The bridge
collapsed.
The physics of light waves, and
the direction they may be altered
when refracted (bent) through
glass, has made eye glasses possible.
As a matter of fact, physics Ls
totally integrated into your life.
You couldn’t even breathe without
it, for as your muscles expand
your lungs, an area of decreased
pressure is created within your
lungs. The outside atmospheric
pressure, which is then higher,
forces the air into your lungs.
Boyles’ law of gasses is applied in
this case.
Since something as vital as
breathing is related to physics,

why not drop the stereotype
image? You might even enjoy taking a course in this subject. General physics is not easy, and
neither is chemistry or biology or
any other science, but it is
interesting.
"Students often have trouble
with physics because it has a bad
reputation, and they are called
upon to think rather than memorize," says Dr. Earnest Greene. Dr.
Green is a professor of physics and
author of the textbook used for
the 2 A-B course at SJS.
The friendly, greying professor,
who looks more like a grandfather than a scientist, wrote the
book in a very informal manner.
This was to help students overcome some misunderstandings
which often accompany a study of
the subject, he explained.
The book is easy to read; the
material is comprehensible, and
with a little honest effort, you
too could pass physics. Why not?
It’s what’s happening!

Out of Stock New and Used Books Arriving Daily
New and
Used Books

Used Books 25 % cheaper than
new.
Two Locations to serve you.

Today through Thursday
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Full refunds with receipt until
March 1st.

Checks accepted for all purchases.

New Books for all your classes.
Convenient Hours:

We honor BankAmericard and
Master Charge at the San
Fernando store.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san carlos
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Tighter Security Checks SJS Shoplifting Problem
have no more of a problem
lwe
with shoplifting than any other
On Jan. 25. a plainelothesman college book store."
"The total amount of shoplifters
in the Spartan Book Store apprehended a 21 -year-old senior with isn’t increasing but we’re just
a 50 cent copy of Look concealed catching more of them because of
under his coat. He was to gradu- our tightened security system," he
ate the follownig day, but had said.
The tightening began last year
commencement delayed because of
when Don Kiernan, former Palo
the offense.
Recently, a coed was picked up Alto policeman and experienced
out side the store after "lifting" retail store detective was hired to
total value head store security.
two Script pens Now, the book store has three
50 cents. Her wallet contained a
$500 National Defense Loan check plainclothesmen with at least one
on duty at all times.
she just received.
A force of 12 student policeAre more SJS students now
men have been hired on a part
shoplifting?
SJS, in a front page article in time basis. All the plainsclothesthe Wall Street Journal, was , men and many of the student
named, along with Stanford, as one police are armed.
Kiernan, a 29 -year-old grad stuof the west coast schools most
dent, and all the police students
plagued by shoplifting.
Don Kiernan, plainselothesman are casually dressed to look like
for Spartan Book Store, reported browsing shoppers. Jackets, sweata 5(10 per cent rise in arrest rates ers, tennis shoes, jeans or maybe
a tweed jacket and open necked
since last spring.
Does this figure mean more sport shirt are passible attire.
Officers walk through the store
shoplifting at SJS?
"No," claims Spartan Back feigning interest in books or school
Store ’Manager ’Larry Wineroth, supplies while they keep a sharp
"the Journal article was mislead- lookout for potential shoplifters.
Kiernan said that a good plainbig. Stanford has a higher degree
of shoplifting than does SJS and clothesman soon learns to single
By 40VCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan pally Staff Writer

out potential "lifters." "It’s like a
sixth sense we develop," he said.
"It’s not exactly the way they
dress or act. Many shift their eyes
nervously. This is sometimes a
giveaway."
The boolcstacks on the second
floor are an isolated haven for
possible thieves. There, two-way
minors and "see-through" curtains provide cover for the observing officer.
Kiernan stresses that the main
objective of the force is prevention not apprehension. "We dislike giving fellow students Policei
records or causing their expulsion
but we hope strict security will
deter others."
An armed student security officer is posted near the metal turntable at the store entrance. Most
students assume his sole job is
telling them "to leave your books
or binder in the outside lockers."
But he is armed and in addition
to guarding against shoplifting is
on alert for robbery attempts at
the cash register.
Kiernan recalls a frightened
shoplifter who, when outside the
store with some recorder tapes,
bolted back through the door. He
jumped over the metal turntable,

With Sheepskin in Hand . . .
What Does He Do Next?
I I
Was a

I

SJS s l,’:it
"Now th,d

ono

It .S rt-is

a decent place to get a degree but
I just didn’t find myself."
Over the holidays another letter
eame from Bill were again he menioned SJS.
"I was thinking the other day
about school, and I realized that
I never made myself known while
I was there. Who really cares or
knows that Bill Sheppard graduated from San Jose State. My
folks? Big deal. What I’m trying
to say is that I was a vegetable
for four years. Simply getting up
each morning and going to class.
Never wondering about my place
it society. I don’t mean to sound

o

Bill Sheppard sm,I.
,t

I’m graduatinz

L,

will I do?" Bill, who ref.
-

degree in business adm

. r

was in the same situation 1..,
ing SJS graduates.
Now thai his beer parties were
over, cramming the night before
finals ended, term papers ceased,
what would Bill Sheppard do with
himself?
"I did a helluva lot of thinking those last days" Bill said m
could have gone to graduate scb
hut that didn’t really appeal
me, and who Wants to work"
I did the next tei thing and
listed in the army."
Stationed in the jungle, oi
Vietnam. Sheppard relates. H iet
ter, some of his experiences at
SJS. "I sometimes wonder if I
made that awful mistake at SJS.
I mean over here you really learn
the value of human life, but while
in college I never sat down and
took a serious view of what was
happening around me."
"Being a business major isn’t
eally isn’t
all that easy but 1
that tough eith.,
life was
wasted in cot leg’’
-t doing
instant,,
thim
meaningful
majored in
why couldn’t I
’
,-k er gave myscience or
,liege and God
self a ehallon... .,
one."
t,,
knows I nm
Sheppard rottim,...,1, "If I ever
get "id of the: place alive. and
sometime,.
is ..nder. I ;din to go
hack to .ehoo1 and icy 10 ..,ats,,,te
some. meaning i. tin. ’u icy life of
was
ii 10
mine. I ie-dh. think

said Kiernan, and was finally champagne glasses, one by one,
chased and cornered on the second out of her large purse, and putting
floor after attempting to discard them back on the shelf.
the tapes.
Kiernan said he followed her
In another incident Kiernan around the store and later stopped
said he mei heard two sales girls her as she tried to leave with
talking about the disappearance of about three dollars worth of
15 champagne glasses they had striped candy and decals.
just put on the shelves.
A favorite trick of many lifters,
After they left a girl came to according to Kiernan, is to first
the shelf and began taking the buy a small item and leave the
store. They will later come back
in with the price receipt and stick

Saturday Co-Rec
Will Feature
Enlarged Program

Mechanical
Engineers &
Electronics
Engineers

This seine,ler’s Saturday Co-Ree
program will feature, in addition to
the regular activities, basketball
free throw shooting contests with
prizes for both men and women
students.
The first contest will be held
this Saturday. Winning entrants
will be determined on the number
of baskets consecutively made.
These contests are open to all
regularly enrolled students with
the exception of varsity and freshmen basketball players.
Winners in both the men’s and
women’s division will receive two
tickets to a San Francisco Warrior
basketball
game.
Consolation
prizes will also be awarded.
Weekly winners will be eligible
for a grand prize trip to either
Lake Tahoe or Los Angeles. A
drawing will be held at the end of
the semester.

Campus
Interviews
Thursday, Feb. 15

Appointments should be made
In advance through your
College Placement Office
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Mechanical Engineering
Advanced Machine Design Environmental Testing Optical Systems Materials Engineering
Applied Mechanics Engineering Measurements
Instrumentation Analytical and Experimental
Stress Analysis

For further Information about these and
other openings send your inquiries to
Personnel Department:
P.O. Box 808. XX-78,
Livermore, California 94550

oi

MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL,
ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL,
CIVIL, MARINE,
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING,
PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY,
METALLURGY, CERAMICS,
MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
COMPUTER SCIENCE,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE,
ENGINEERING MECHANICS

Laboratory representatives will be
viewing for the following areas:

SAVE
MONEY!

tricks were that of the English
dandy with walking stick and patent leather hat; or the music hall
girl from the prohibition era, with
gaudy beaded bodice and little else
but those ostrich feathers; or Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm with
white organza blouse and calico
skirt to her ankles.
The costumes Bernie created for
spring are considerably different
from the elegantly simple one
which he made for Lynda Bird
Robb’s White House wedding last
month.
Designer Leo Nardueci had
clothes for gothg places -a diamond patterned leather coat, for
example, with luggage to match
Ready for a less mobile esi.i
ence were at-home pajamas in
smashing, splashing colors.
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Electronics Engineering
Computer Technology Systems Design and Development Instrumentation Nuclear Effects

-tall op

for Seniors and Graduates in

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
with over 5600 employees is located in the San Francisco Bay
Area and is engaged in virtually all
phases of nuclear energy research
and development.
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like Plato hut over here we have
Co-Rec activities will begin at
a lot of time to think about our12:30 and will conclude at 4:30.
selves, and you can’t help but wonThe shooting competition will beder what you’ve done in the past gin
Saturday at 2 ’,Au.
and where you’re going in the future.
Bill still has another 14 month
before his service duty is over
but the situation he faced a year
ago now confronts others, his advice might be well learned, "The I
only advice I can give you is to!
get your degree but while doing
so try to maintain your individuality. Don’t just accept things for
what they might appear to be,
explore and find yourself."

Fashion Designer Features
Gangster Style Wardrobe
By JEAN SPRAIN WILSON
AP Fashion Editor
NEW YORK (AP) - Geoffrey
Beene has designed a wardrobe
patterned after gangster styles.
At the spring style shows held
by the American Designer Series
Monday bold broad stripes were
borrowed by Beene for stark coats
and packet suits cut short over
Kick stockings and with stripped
fedoras to match.
Ilis Sicilian widows were Properly sad hut fashionable in mid length dresses of black lace, sashed at the middle.
The Mafia moll was a flamboyant doll in bold blue and white
stripe from her chin to her shins
with plenty of ostrich feathers
heir and there to tickle her fancy.
I other roles in Ektpne’s bag of

it into a text book to show as they
Kiernan said he was surprised
leave the store with the stolen to learn that seniors and grad stubook.
sents caught outnumbered lower
Kiernan in a meeting with the classmen. Almost an even number
security staff before the registra- of men and women have been
tion rush told the officers to caught.
check the receipts carefully.
Kiernan said in his experience
One student, caught with $69 SJS students are on the whole
textbooks,
is the biggest more honest than the public at
worth of
single apprehension on record. Re- large. The percentage of college
cently, seven and eight dollar thefts is less than the average for
thefts have been predominent, said stores such as Macy’s where he
served as a plainclothesman.
Wineroth.
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